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While the standard formulation of quantum theory assumes a fixed background causal structure,
one can relax this assumption within the so-called process matrix framework. Remarkably, some
processes, termed causally nonseparable, are incompatible with a definite causal order. We ex-
plore a form of certification of causal nonseparability in a semi-device-independent scenario where
the involved parties receive trusted quantum inputs, but whose operations are otherwise unchar-
acterised. Defining the notion of causally nonseparable distributed measurements, we show that
certain causally nonseparable processes which cannot violate any causal inequality, such as the
canonical example of the quantum switch, can generate noncausal correlations in such a scenario.
Moreover, by further imposing some natural structure to the untrusted operations, we show that all
bipartite causally nonseparable process matrices can be certified with trusted quantum inputs.

When reasoning about quantum and classical processes
alike, we usually assume a fixed causal structure. Re-
markably, this turns out to be an unnecessarily restric-
tive assumption: there are valid processes with indefinite
causal order. Such processes can be formalised within
the process matrix framework, where quantum theory
is taken to hold locally but no global causal structure
is assumed [1]. The existence of processes incompatible
with a definite causal order, termed “causally nonsepa-
rable”, bears a foundational significance, but moreover
can be the basis for advantages in a number of different
tasks [2–4].

Some causally nonseparable process matrices can gen-
erate so-called noncausal correlations, allowing their
causal nonseparability to be certified in a device-
independent (DI) way by violating “causal inequali-
ties” [1, 5]. However, not all causally nonseparable pro-
cess matrices are noncausal in this strong sense [6–8].
Indeed, it remains unclear if any physically realisable
process can violate a causal inequality, and causal mod-
els have recently been formulated for a large class of
quantum-realisable processes [9, 10]. On the other hand,
causally nonseparable process matrices can always be cer-
tified by “causal witnesses” [6, 11]. This approach, how-
ever, has the drawback of being device-dependent (DD),
as it requires one to perfectly trust the operations per-
formed by the involved parties.

Given the obstacles towards employing a DI approach
to certify particularly relevant processes, such as the
canonical quantum switch [12], there is particular ur-
gency in exploring intermediate, semi-DI (SDI) ap-
proaches. One possible approach recently considered is
to trust only some of the parties’ operations [13]. Here
we explore a different SDI regime, significantly weakening
the requirements of trust on all parties while simultane-
ously obtaining a widely applicable certification. Inspired
by recent developments in the area of quantum nonlocal-
ity [14, 15], we consider a causal game scenario where

the parties receive inputs in the form of trusted quan-
tum systems (instead of classical ones), but are other-
wise untrusted or uncharacterised. We show that certain
causally nonseparable processes which cannot violate any
causal inequality, including the quantum switch [6, 7, 12],
can nevertheless display some new form of noncausal-
ity in a semi-DI with quantum inputs (SDI-QI) scenario.
Moreover, under the constraint that the uncharacterised
operations have a specific, but rather natural structure,
we show that all bipartite causally nonseparable process
matrices can be certified in this way.
Causal (non)separability in the process matrix

framework.—We focus initially on the bipartite scenario,
in which two parties, Alice and Bob, control separate
labs with input and output Hilbert spaces HAI and HAO

for Alice, and HBI and HBO for Bob. They may also
receive some ancillary quantum states in Hilbert spaces
HÃ, HB̃ , ρÃB̃ ∈ L(HÃB̃). (Here and throughout, we
denote the space of linear operators on HX as L(HX)
and write concisely HXY = HX ⊗ HY , HA = HAIAO ,
etc.; superscripts indicate on what spaces operators
act.) They perform quantum operations described
as quantum instruments [16], i.e., sets of completely
positive (CP) maps Ma : L(HÃAI ) → L(HAO ) and
Mb : L(HB̃BI ) → L(HBO ), whose indices a, b refer to
some (classical) outcomes for Alice and Bob, and whose
sums

∑
aMa and

∑
bMb are trace-preserving (TP).

Using the Choi isomorphism [17] (see Appendix A),
the CP maps Ma, Mb can be represented as positive
semidefinite (PSD) matricesM ÃA

a andM B̃B
b . Within the

process matrix framework, the correlations established by
Alice and Bob are then given by the probabilities

P (a, b) = Tr

[(
M ÃA
a ⊗M B̃B

b

)T (
ρÃB̃ ⊗WAB

)]
, (1)

where WAB ∈ L(HAB) is the so-called “process matrix”.
To ensure that Eq. (1) always defines valid probabilities,
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WAB must be PSD and belong to a nontrivial subspace
of L(HAB) (see Appendix B) [1].

The process matrix formalism makes no a priori as-
sumption of a global causal structure relating Alice and
Bob. In fact, the assumption of such a structure imposes
further constraints, due to the inability for a party to “sig-
nal” to the causal past. Process matrices compatible, for
example, with Alice acting before Bob (denoted A ≺ B)
are of the form WA≺B = WA≺BI ⊗ 1

BO , and similarly
WB≺A = WB≺AI ⊗ 1

AO for Bob before Alice (B ≺ A),
with WA≺BI and WB≺AI being themselves valid process
matrices [1]. Process matrices that can be written as a
convex mixture of matrices compatible with A ≺ B and
B ≺ A, i.e., of the form

WAB = qWA≺BI ⊗ 1BO + (1−q)WB≺AI ⊗ 1AO (2)

with q ∈ [0, 1] are said to be causally separable. They
can be interpreted as being compatible with a definite
(although probabilistic) causal order. Remarkably, there
exist causally nonseparable process matrices that cannot
be decomposed as in Eq. (2), and are thus incompatible
with any definite causal order [1].

As recalled above, causal nonseparability can be certi-
fied in a DD manner using a causal witness [6, 11], or in
a DI way through the violation of a causal inequality [1].
Here we consider a relaxation of the DI scenario, where
rather than viewing the parties as black-boxes with clas-
sical inputs and outputs, we provide them with quantum
inputs. This intermediate SDI-QI scenario has previously
been shown to be extremely useful for entanglement cer-
tification [14], but its applicability to causal nonsepara-
bility, where parties implement instruments rather than
just measurements, remains unstudied.
Process matrix scenario with quantum inputs.—We

thus consider a situation where Alice and Bob are pro-
vided with quantum input states ρÃx and ρB̃y , respectively,
indexed by the labels x and y. They each perform some
fixed instruments (M ÃA

a )a and (M B̃B
b )b. We explicitly

write the dependency on the quantum inputs in the cor-
relations P (a, b|ρÃx , ρB̃y ) obtained according to Eq. (1),
with ρÃB̃ = ρÃx ⊗ ρB̃y .

It will be convenient in our calculations to use the so-
called “link product” ∗ [18, 19], defined for any matrices
MXY ∈ L(HXY ), NY Z ∈ L(HY Z) as MXY ∗ NY Z =
TrY [(M

XY ⊗ 1
Z)TY (1X ⊗NY Z)] ∈ L(HXZ) (where TY

is the partial transpose over HY ; see also Appendix A).
Noting that a full trace Tr[(MY )TNY ] and a tensor prod-
uct MX ⊗ NZ can both be written as a link product,
and that the link product is commutative and associa-
tive, Eq. (1) can be written as

P (a, b|ρÃx , ρB̃y ) =
(
M ÃA
a ⊗M B̃B

b

)
∗
(
ρÃx ⊗ ρB̃y ⊗WAB

)
= EÃB̃a,b ∗

(
ρÃx ⊗ ρB̃y

)
= Tr

[(
EÃB̃a,b

)T(
ρÃx ⊗ ρB̃y

)]
(3)

with

EÃB̃a,b =
(
M ÃA
a ⊗M B̃B

b

)
∗WAB . (4)
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FIG. 1. SDI-QI scenario (main): A process matrix WAB con-
nects two parties who receive quantum inputs ρÃx and ρB̃y ,
resp. They each perform a joint operation (a quantum in-
strument) on their quantum input and the system they receive
from the process matrix ((M ÃAIAO

a )a and (M B̃BIBO
b )b, resp.),

and produce the classical outcomes a and b. The purple box
shows the D-POVM (EÃB̃

a,b )a,b induced by these instruments
and the process matrix, which acts on the quantum inputs
and produces classical outputs. Inset: In the MDCI scenario,
additional structure is assumed on the quantum instruments
(shown here for Alice). The quantum input is a bipartite state
in HÃI ÃO , a measurement is performed jointly on HÃIAI and
a channel sends HÃO to the process matrix through HAO .

According to Eq. (3), the family EÃB̃ := (EÃB̃a,b )a,b defines
an effective, “distributed” measurement [20, 21] on the
quantum inputs, which we term a “distributed positive-
operator-valued measure” (D-POVM); see Fig. 1.

In the SDI-QI approach, the quantum inputs ρÃx , ρB̃y
and their respective spaces are taken to be trusted.
However, we do not trust the instruments (M ÃA

a )a and
(M B̃B

b )b, and make no assumptions about the spaces
HAI ,HAO ,HBI and HBO . Provided we can use a tomo-
graphically complete set of trusted quantum inputs, the
D-POVM elements EÃB̃a,b can be explicitly reconstructed
via Eq. (3). The fundamental question we address here
is: if WAB is causally nonseparable, can one certify its
causal nonseparability by just looking at the EÃB̃a,b ’s? To
tackle this question, we ask conversely whether assum-
ing that WAB is causally separable imposes any specific
constraints on the EÃB̃a,b ’s.
Causally separable D-POVMs.—Suppose that WAB =

WA≺BI⊗1BO is compatible with the order A ≺ B. Then
using the fact that MXY ∗ 1Y = TrY M

XY and that
TrBO

∑
bM

B̃B
b = 1

B̃BI by the TP condition (see Ap-
pendix A), one has∑

b

EÃB̃a,b =
∑
b (M

ÃA
a ⊗M B̃B

b ) ∗ (WA≺BI ⊗ 1BO )

= (M ÃA
a ⊗ TrBO

∑
bM

B̃B
b ) ∗WA≺BI

= (M ÃA
a ⊗ 1B̃BI ) ∗WA≺BI = EÃa ⊗ 1B̃ (5)

with EÃa = M ÃA
a ∗ TrBI

WA≺BI ≥ 0 defining a (single-
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partite) POVM (EÃa )a. Eq. (5) can be interpreted as
a no-signalling condition from Bob to Alice [20]: in-
deed it implies (using Eq. (3)) that P (a|ρÃx , ρB̃y ) =∑
b P (a, b|ρÃx , ρB̃y ) = P (a|ρÃx , ρB̃y′) for all a and all

ρÃx , ρ
B̃
y , ρ

B̃
y′ , so that Alice’s marginal probability distri-

bution does not depend on Bob’s quantum input. A D-
POVM satisfying

∑
bE

ÃB̃
a,b = EÃa ⊗ 1

B̃ for all a is thus
compatible with the causal order where Alice receives her
quantum input and acts before Bob (Ã ≺ B̃); we generi-
cally denote such a D-POVM EÃ≺B̃ = (EÃ≺B̃a,b )a,b. Sim-
ilarly, starting with a process matrix WAB = WB≺AI ⊗
1
AO compatible with the order B ≺ A, the resulting D-

POVM must satisfy
∑
aE

ÃB̃
a,b = 1

Ã ⊗ EB̃b for all b; we
generically denote such a D-POVM EB̃≺Ã = (EB̃≺Ãa,b )a,b.

In analogy with the corresponding definition for pro-
cess matrices (cf. Eq. (2)), we introduce the following:

Definition 1. A bipartite D-POVM EÃB̃ that can be
decomposed as a convex mixture of D-POVMs compatible
with the causal orders Ã ≺ B̃ and B̃ ≺ Ã, i.e., of the form

EÃB̃ = q EÃ≺B̃ + (1−q)EB̃≺Ã (6)

with q ∈ [0, 1] is said to be causally separable.

Clearly, it follows from the previous discussion that
a causally separable process matrix can only generate
causally separable D-POVMs. It turns out, as we show
in Appendix D, that the converse also holds: any causally
separable D-POVM can be realised by appropriate local
operations on a causally separable process matrix.
SDI-QI certification of causal nonseparability.—Let us

note already that one can verify whether a given D-
POVM is causally nonseparable with semidefinite pro-
gramming (SDP). Just as for process matrices [6, 11],
one can indeed construct “witnesses of causal nonsepara-
bility for D-POVMs” that certify any causally nonsepara-
ble D-POVM EÃB̃ (see Appendix G). Concretely, a wit-
ness provides a family SÃB̃ = (SÃB̃a,b )a,b of operators such
that

∑
a,b S

ÃB̃
a,b ∗EÃB̃a,b < 0 only if EÃB̃ is causally nonsep-

arable. Taking {ρÃx }x and {ρB̃y }y to be tomographically
complete sets and writing SÃB̃a,b =

∑
x,y s

(x,y)
a,b ρÃx ⊗ρB̃y , one

can thus reconstruct the witness from the correlations
P (a, b|ρÃx , ρB̃y ) and certify the causal nonseparability of
EÃB̃ by observing∑

a,b

SÃB̃a,b ∗ EÃB̃a,b =
∑
a,b,x,y

s
(x,y)
a,b P (a, b|ρÃx , ρB̃y ) < 0. (7)

To certify the causal nonseparability of a process ma-
trix in an SDI-QI manner, the key problem is thus to find
some ancillary systems HÃ,HB̃ and some instruments
(M ÃA

a )a and (M B̃B
b )b such that the D-POVM EÃB̃ in-

duced via Eq. (4) is causally nonseparable.
The simplest case is if a bipartite process matrix can

generate noncausal correlations—i.e., if it is “noncausal”,

or even “not extensibly causal” [7]—then it is fairly easy
to see that it can generate a causally nonseparable D-
POVM. Indeed, these processes can be certified in a
fully DI manner through the violation of a causal in-
equality using classical, rather than quantum, inputs (cf.
Appendix E).

Conceptually, it is more interesting to determine
whether some “causal” process matrices can generate
causally nonseparable D-POVMs. One such bipartite
process was formulated by Feix et al. [8]. We were again
able to find simple instruments that directly generate a
causally nonseparable D-POVM from this process (see
Appendix H 1), showing the potential of the SDI-QI ap-
proach. Indeed, the alternative SDI approach of Ref. [13]
in which only some parties are trusted was unable to cer-
tify the causal nonseparability of this process.
Certifying all bipartite causally nonseparable process

matrices with trusted quantum inputs.—This shows that
the nonseparability of some specific causal processes can
be nontrivially certified in an SDI-QI way, and leads one
to wonder whether there is a systematic way to obtain a
causally nonseparable D-POVM from any causally non-
separable process matrix. Indeed, in the study of entan-
glement one can certify any entangled state with trusted
quantum inputs in a “measurement-device-independent”
(MDI) manner, and a general recipe is known to con-
struct MDI entanglement witnesses (MDIEWs) [14, 15].

While this remains an open question with the general
SDI-QI approach introduced above, the answer turns out
to be positive, in the bipartite case, if one makes a further
assumption on the structure of the instruments used by
Alice and Bob. Namely, let us now assume that Alice and
Bob’s (trusted) ancillary Hilbert spaces have a bipartite
structure of the form HÃ = HÃIÃO and HB̃ = HB̃IB̃O ,
and that their instruments have the following structure
(here, e.g., for Alice; see also Fig. 1 inset): (i) Alice per-
forms a joint quantum measurement (i.e., a POVM) on
the subsystem of her quantum input in HÃI and the (un-
trusted) system in HAI she receives from the process ma-
trix; (ii) the part of the quantum input in HÃO is sent
(independently from the joint measurement on HÃIAI )
to the process matrix in the (untrusted) output space
HAO via a quantum channel (i.e., a CPTP map). The
Choi maps of the instruments then factorise accordingly
as

M ÃA
a =M ÃIAI

a ⊗M ÃOAO , M B̃B
b =M B̃IBI

b ⊗M B̃OBO ,
(8)

with
∑
aM

ÃIAI
a = 1

ÃIAI and TrAO
M ÃOAO = 1

ÃO ,
and similarly for Bob. Importantly, in this “measure-
ment device and channel independent” (MDCI) scenario,
we make no assumption about the POVMs and CPTP
maps themselves, so they may be completely uncharac-
terised. We only assume the specified bipartite structure
of the instruments, a natural assumption if the quantum
input is provided as two physically distinct systems (e.g.,
in two separate fibres) and distinct operations performed
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on these inputs.
Using this additional structure, we prove in Ap-

pendix F that every element EÃB̃a,b of a D-POVM obtained
from a causally separable process matrix WAB necessar-
ily decomposes as

EÃB̃a,b = q EÃ≺B̃I

a,b ⊗ 1B̃O + (1−q)EB̃≺ÃI

a,b ⊗ 1ÃO (9)

for some EÃ≺B̃I

a,b , EB̃≺ÃI

a,b ≥ 0. Remarkably, this struc-
ture is sufficient to certify the causal nonseparability of
any causally nonseparable process matrix by looking at
a single D-POVM element in a systematic way.

To see this, it suffices to take ancillary quantum input
spaces HÃI ,HÃO ,HB̃I and HB̃O that are isomorphic to
HAI ,HAO ,HBI and HBO , resp., and consider the instru-
ment elements (for a = b = 0, indeed satisfying Eq. (8))

M ÃA
0 = 1

dAI
|1〉〉〈〈1|ÃIAI ⊗ |1〉〉〈〈1|ÃOAO ,

M B̃B
0 = 1

dBI
|1〉〉〈〈1|B̃IBI ⊗ |1〉〉〈〈1|B̃OBO , (10)

where dAI
, dBI

are the dimensions of HAI and HBI ,
resp., and with |1〉〉ÃIAI =

∑
i |i〉

ÃI ⊗ |i〉AI , etc. (cf. Ap-
pendix A). These instruments correspond (e.g., for Alice,
and analogously for Bob) to a projection onto the (nor-
malised) maximally entangled state 1√

dAI

|1〉〉ÃIAI and

an identity channel from HÃO to HAO . These operations
have the effect of “teleporting” the process matrix WAB

under consideration to the ancillary spaces, so we find
that EÃB̃0,0 is (up to normalisation) formally the same as
WAB , but now in the spaces HÃIÃO and HB̃IB̃O . One
can then show that if WAB cannot be decomposed as in
Eq. (2), then the D-POVM element EÃB̃0,0 generated in
this way can also not be decomposed as in Eq. (9); de-
tails (including a subtlety in this argument) are given in
Appendix F.

By noting that matrices of the form of Eq. (9) can be
characterized via SDP, one can once again use techniques
similar to causal witnesses to certify that a D-POVM is
not of this form (see Appendix G). As for the SDI-QI sce-
nario, the witness “value” certifying causal nonseparabil-
ity can then be directly calculated from the correlations
P (0, 0|ρÃx , ρB̃y ) using tomographically complete quantum
inputs {ρÃx }x, {ρB̃y }y. We can thus certify any bipartite
causally nonseparable process matrix in an MDCI way,
including those that cannot violate causal inequalities.

We note that an analogous result and systematic con-
struction is also known for MDIEWs [14, 15]. In contrast
to that result, however, the extra structure assumed in
Eq. (8) is crucial here: without it, no specific structure
is imposed in general on a single D-POVM element gen-
erated by a causally separable process matrix (see Ap-
pendix F).
Generalisation to the quantum switch scenario.—A

causally nonseparable process that has received signifi-
cant interest is the “quantum switch” [12], a tripartite

process in which the order of Alice and Bob’s operations
on some “target system” is coherently controlled by the
state of a “control qubit”, given to a third party, Fiona, at
the end. The quantum switch provides advantages in sev-
eral tasks [2–4] and, unlike any known bipartite causally
nonseparable process, has a clear physical interpretation.

The quantum switch can be described as a process ma-
trixWQS ∈ L(HABF ) in a restricted tripartite scenario—
which we call the “(2+F )-partite scenario”—in which
Fiona has no output Hilbert space and simply performs
a measurement. In this scenario, the only relevant causal
orders are A ≺ B ≺ F and B ≺ A ≺ F [6], and the gen-
eralisation of Eq. (1), as well as the definitions of causally
separable process matrices and D-POVMs is straightfor-
ward (see Appendix C for details). WQS is known to be
causally nonseparable but to only generate causal cor-
relations [6, 7]. Moreover, it has been experimentally
realised [22–26]) and its causal nonseparability certified
in a DD way [23, 24].

Despite being extensibly causal [7], we find that this
important process can be certified in an SDI-QI way. In-
deed, for a qubit target system and with qubit ancillary
systems (quantum inputs) for Alice and Bob, and with-
out any quantum input for Fiona, the instruments

M ÃA
a = |a〉〈a|AI ⊗ |1〉〉〈〈1|ÃAO ,

M B̃B
b = |b〉〈b|BI ⊗ |1〉〉〈〈1|B̃BO ,

MF
± = |±〉〈±|F , (11)

give a causally nonseparable D-POVM (see Ap-
pendix H 2). These instruments can be interpreted as
Alice and Bob performing computational basis measure-
ments on the untrusted systems they receive from the
process (in HAI and HBI , resp.) while sending their
quantum inputs to the process via identity channels;
Fiona then measures in the basis {|±〉 = 1√

2
(|0〉±|1〉)}±.

To understand how robust this certification is, we can
consider the robustness of causal nonseparability to noise.
Let us consider the “depolarised” quantum switch

WQS(r) =
1

1+r (WQS + r 1ABF/8) (12)

parameterised by r ≥ 0; it is known that WQS(r) is
causally nonseparable for r . 1.576 [11]. With the in-
struments (11) it is readily checked that WQS(r) gener-
ates a causally nonseparable D-POVM for r . 0.367 (see
Appendix H 2). Despite extensive numerical searches, we
were unable to find instruments allowing us to certify the
causal nonseparability of WQS(r) for 0.367 . r . 1.576
with our SDI-QI approach. It thus seems that this ap-
proach cannot certify all causally nonseparable processes
(we found a similar “robustness gap” for the bipartite pro-
cess of Ref. [8] discussed above), in contrast to the MDI
certification of entanglement and the MDCI certification
of causal nonseparability in the bipartite case. Never-
theless, the fact our approach provides a noise robust
SDI-QI certification of the quantum switch is of signifi-
cant relevance, given that it is responsible for most known
applications of causal nonseparability and yet cannot be
certified in a fully DI manner.
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One may wonder whether the bipartite results on
MDCI witnesses generalise straightforwardly to the
(2+F )-partite case. Surprisingly, this turns out not to
be the case (see Appendix C for further discussion).
Nonetheless, one can show (see Appendix F 2) that the
whole subclass of causally nonseparable process matri-
ces whose causal nonseparability can be certified with
an untrusted measurement by Fiona—so-called “TTU-
noncausal” process matrices [13]—can also be certified
in a MDCI manner for Alice and Bob, and fully DI for
Fiona. This includes, in particular, the depolarised quan-
tum switch WQS(r) of Eq. (12) for r . 1.319 [13]. This
is notably a significant improvement over the noise toler-
ance obtained above for SDI-QI certification without the
additional MDCI assumption, showing how robustly the
quantum switch can be certified with only rather weak
assumptions about the performed operations. Nonethe-
less, there remains a gap for 1.319 . r . 1.576 where
it is open whether WQS(r) can be certified in a MDCI
way. In Appendix F 2 we discuss further these issues, in-
cluding the certification of all “TUU-noncausal” process
matrices [13] in a MDCI manner for Alice, and fully DI
for Bob and Fiona.

Discussion.—In this contribution we significantly re-
laxed the assumptions required to certify the causal non-
separability of many processes. Notably, we showed
how the quantum switch—a practically important pro-
cess that cannot violate causal inequalities—can be cer-
tified in an SDI-QI way. While our approach of using
quantum inputs is inspired by MDI entanglement wit-
nesses, we saw that the analogy was not so direct, and

that new subtleties and difficulties arose for the certifi-
cation of causal nonseparability. Nevertheless, we were
able to prove that all causally nonseparable process ma-
trices can be certified in an MDCI manner in bipartite
scenarios.

One key open question is to understand precisely which
causally nonseparable processes can be certified in an
SDI-QI way. Our inability to find instruments gener-
ating a causally nonseparable D-POVM from WQS(r) for
0.367 . r . 1.576 indeed leads us to conjecture that
some such processes cannot be certified in this way.

Beyond understanding fully the bipartite case, an im-
portant future direction is the generalisation to multi-
partite process matrices, where the definition of causal
(non)separability is more subtle [7, 27]. One may won-
der, for example, whether one can provide an SDI-QI or
MDCI certification of more general quantum circuits with
quantum control of causal order than just the quantum
switch, which also can also not violate causal inequali-
ties [9]. Another interesting direction is whether our SDI-
QI approach can be combined with self-testing techniques
to construct fully DI witnesses (as, e.g., in Refs. [28, 29]
for the case of entanglement). Finally, we believe that
the notion of causally nonseparable D-POVMs we intro-
duced may be of independent interest to study in its own
right; this also suggests that new types of causal non-
separability could be defined, for other kinds of objects
beyond process matrices and D-POVMs.
Acknowledgements.— We thank Marco Túlio Quintino

for enlightening discussions, and acknowledge financial
support from the Swiss National Science Foundation
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Appendix A: Choi isomorphism and link product

1. Choi isomorphism

The process matrix formalism relies on the Choi (or
Choi-Jamiołkowski) isomorphism [17, 30] to describe
quantum operations as matrices. Different versions of
the isomorphism can be found in the literature, but in
this paper we use the following one (which, in particular,
differs from that originally used in Ref. [1] by a trans-
pose): for a given linear mapM : L(HX)→ L(HY ), we
define its Choi matrix as

MXY := (IX ⊗M)(|1〉〉〈〈1|X)

=
∑
i,i′

|i〉〈i′|X ⊗M(|i〉〈i′|X) ∈ L(HXY ), (A1)

where IX is the identity map on L(HX), |1〉〉X :=∑
i |i〉

X⊗|i〉X is a (nonnormalised) maximally entangled

state and {|i〉X}i is a fixed (so-called “computational”)
orthonormal basis of HX .1

Let us recall that a linear mapM : L(HX)→ L(HY )
is completely positive if and only if (iff) its Choi matrix
MXY ∈ L(HXY ) is positive semidefinite (PSD), and that
it is trace-preserving (TP) iff its Choi matrix satisfies
TrY M

XY = 1
X (where TrY denotes the partial trace

over HY ). For simplicity we directly identify, throughout
the paper, linear maps with their Choi matrices.

2. Link product

The link product was originally introduced in Refs. [18,
19] to describe the composition of linear maps in the Choi
matrix representation. Consider two composite Hilbert
spacesHXY = HX⊗HY andHY Z = HY ⊗HZ that share
the same (possibly trivial, i.e., one-dimensional) space
factor HY , while HX and HZ do not overlap. The link
product of two matrices MXY ∈ L(HXY ) and NY Z ∈
L(HY Z) is then defined as [9, 18, 19]

MXY ∗NY Z := TrY [(M
XY ⊗ 1Z)TY (1X ⊗NY Z)]

= (1XZ⊗〈〈1|Y)(MXY⊗NY Z)(1XZ⊗|1〉〉Y)
∈ L(HXZ), (A2)

where TY is the partial transpose over HY (defined in its
computational basis).

The link product is commutative (up to a reorder-
ing of the Hilbert spaces) and associative (provided each
Hilbert space involved in a multiple link product appears
at most twice in all factors; we make sure this is in-
deed always the case). Note that it simplifies to a full
trace2 MY ∗ NY := Tr[(MY )TNY ] when HX and HZ
are trivial, and to a mere tensor product MX ∗ NZ :=
MX ⊗ NZ when HY is trivial. It is also useful to note
that MXY ∗ 1Y = TrY M

XY , and that the link product
of two PSD matrices is also PSD (or a nonnegative scalar
for trivial HX and HZ).

1 When considering isomorphic Hilbert spaces HX and HX′ , we
take their computational bases {|i〉X

(′)
}i to be in one-to-one cor-

respondence, which allows us to also define |1〉〉XX′ :=
∑

i |i〉
X⊗

|i〉X
′
—as we wrote, e.g., in Eqs. (10) and (11) of the main text.

2 In particular, the well-known Born rule that gives the probability
for a specific outcome j of a POVM (Ej)j measured on a state ρ
can be written, in terms of the link product, as P (j) = Ej ∗ ρ =
Tr[ET

j ρ]—as, e.g., in Eq. (3). Note that this way of applying
the POVM elements to ρ differs from the more standard (but
equivalent) way by a transpose; throughout this paper we choose
this convention for simplicity and consistency with our use of the
link product.
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Appendix B: Validity constraints for process
matrices and D-POVMs

For ease of reference, let us recall here the constraints
that a bipartite or (2+F )-partite matrix W must satisfy
in order to be a valid process matrix. We will then show
explicitly that these impose that the D-POVMs induced
through Eq. (4) are indeed valid POVMs.

Note that, when there is no possible confusion, we of-
ten use the terms process matrix and process interchange-
ably, both in the main text and Appendices.

1. Validity of process matrices

We refer the reader to Refs. [1, 6] for the derivation
of the validity constraints of process matrices, which fol-
low from the requirement that the generalised Born rule
of Eq. (1) must always give valid (i.e., nonnegative and
normalised) probabilities.

A convenient way to write these constraints is via the
“trace-out-and-replace” notation introduced in Ref. [6],
defined (for some matrix M ∈ L(HXY )) as

XM := (TrXM)⊗ 1
X

dX
, [1−X]M :=M − XM, (B1)

where dX generically denotes the dimension of HX (and
where the definitions above can be applied recursively,
e.g., as in [1−X][1−Y ]M = [1−X]

(
[1−Y ]M

)
= M − XM −

YM + XYM).
With this notation, it can be proven [1, 6, 7] that

a bipartite matrix WAB ∈ L(HAB) = L(HAIAOBIBO )
is a valid process matrix iff WAB ≥ 0 (i.e., is PSD),
TrWAB = dAOBO

and

[1−AO]BW
AB = [1−BO]AW

AB

= [1−AO][1−BO]W
AB = 0. (B2)

Similarly in the (2+F )-partite case (where a third party
is introduced, with some input Hilbert space HF but no
output Hilbert space), a matrix WABF ∈ L(HABF ) =
L(HAIAOBIBOF ) is a valid process matrix iff it is PSD,
TrWABF = dAOBO

and

[1−AO]BFW
ABF = [1−BO]AFW

ABF

= [1−AO][1−BO]FW
ABF = 0. (B3)

AllW matrices considered in the present paper are (at
least implicitly) assumed to be valid. In particular, in
the definition of bipartite causal (non)separability, when
writing that a causally nonseparable process matrixWAB

cannot be decomposed as

qWA≺BI ⊗ 1BO + (1−q)WB≺AI ⊗ 1AO , (B4)

with WA≺BI ,WB≺AI ≥ 0, it is implicitly required that
WA≺BI and WB≺AI are also valid process matrices, and

hence that they also satisfy (according to Eq. (B2))

[1−AO]BI
WA≺BI = 0 and [1−BO]AI

WB≺AI = 0, (B5)

respectively. As it turns out, however, even if we do not
impose Eq. (B5) a priori, a bipartite causally nonsepara-
ble process matrix can not be decomposed as in Eq. (B4)
above: indeed the former would in fact be implied anyway
by the validity of WAB , via the constraints of Eq. (B2),
and the decomposition of Eq. (B4).3

2. Validity of the induced D-POVMs

For the sake of completeness, and as a sanity check, let
us show explicitly that the set of operators EÃB̃a,b obtained
from Eq. (4) defines a valid POVM. As we will see, this
indeed follows from the validity constraints of the instru-
ments (M ÃA

a )a, (M B̃B
b )b and of the process matrixWAB .

First note that since all M ÃA
a ,M B̃B

b ,WAB ’s are PSD,
then it clearly follows from Eq. (4) that all EÃB̃a,b ’s are
PSD as well.

It remains to be verified that these sum up to the iden-
tity. Using [1−AO][1−BO]W

AB = 0 from Eq. (B2), we can
write∑
a,b

EÃB̃a,b =
(∑

a

M ÃA
a ⊗

∑
b

M B̃B
b

)
∗WAB

=
(∑

a

M ÃA
a ⊗

∑
b

M B̃B
b

)
∗ BO

WAB

+
(∑

a

M ÃA
a ⊗

∑
b

M B̃B
b

)
∗ AO

WAB

−
(∑

a

M ÃA
a ⊗

∑
b

M B̃B
b

)
∗AOBO

WAB . (B6)

Consider the first term in the last equality; using the
properties of the link product and the TP constraint
TrBO

∑
bM

B̃B
b = 1

B̃BI , we have(∑
a

M ÃA
a ⊗

∑
b

M B̃B
b

)
∗ BO

WAB

=
(∑

a

M ÃA
a ⊗

∑
b

M B̃B
b

)
∗ (TrBO

WAB ⊗ 1BO/dBO
)

=
(∑

a

M ÃA
a ⊗ TrBO

∑
b

M B̃B
b

)
∗ TrBO

WAB/dBO

=
(∑

a

M ÃA
a ⊗ 1B̃BI

)
∗ TrBO

WAB/dBO

=
(∑

a

M ÃA
a

)
∗ (TrBWAB)⊗ 1B̃/dBO

. (B7)

3 This can be seen by writing q
(
[1−AO ]BI

WA≺BI
)
⊗ 1

BO =

[1−AO ]B

(
qWA≺BI ⊗1BO

)
= [1−AO ]B [WAB− (1−q)WB≺AI ⊗

1
AO ] = [1−AO ]BW

AB − (1−q) [1−AO ]B

(
WB≺AI ⊗ 1

AO
)

= 0,
which indeed implies (for q > 0) that [1−AO ]BI

WA≺BI = 0; and
similarly for [1−BO ]AI

WB≺AI = 0.
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Using now [1−AO]BW
AB = 0, i.e., equivalently,

TrBW
AB = AO

(TrBW
AB) = (TrAOBW

AB)⊗1AO/dAO
,

and the TP constraint TrAO

∑
aM

ÃA
a = 1

ÃAI , we get(∑
a

M ÃA
a

)
∗ (TrBWAB)⊗ 1B̃/dBO

=
(∑

a

M ÃA
a

)
∗ (TrAOBW

AB ⊗ 1AO )⊗ 1B̃/(dAO
dBO

)

=
(
TrAO

∑
a

M ÃA
a

)
∗ (TrAOBW

AB)⊗ 1B̃/(dAO
dBO

)

= 1
ÃAI ∗ (TrAOBW

AB)⊗ 1B̃/(dAO
dBO

)

= (TrABW
AB)1ÃB̃/(dAO

dBO
) = 1

ÃB̃ . (B8)

Similarly the last 2 terms in Eq. (B6) above also give
1
ÃB̃ , so that we end up with

∑
a,bE

ÃB̃
a,b = 1

ÃB̃ , as re-
quired.

In the (2+F )-partite case, noting that
∑
f M

F̃F
f =

1
F̃F , one has

∑
a,b,f E

ÃB̃F̃
a,b,f =

(∑
aM

ÃA
a ⊗

∑
bM

B̃B
b

)
∗

TrF W
ABF ⊗ 1

F̃ , so that all the calculations above
generalise straightforwardly, by replacing WAB by
TrF W

ABF ⊗ 1F̃ .

Appendix C: Causal (non)separability in the
(2+F )-partite case

The (2+F )-partite case corresponds to a particular tri-
partite scenario with two parties, Alice and Bob, having
both some input (HAI ,HBI ) and output (HAO ,HBO )
Hilbert spaces, while the third party, Fiona, has an input
Hilbert space (HF ) but no output Hilbert space.

Although extending the notion of causal
(non)separability to the multipartite case is in gen-
eral not so straightforward [7, 27], its extension to the
specific (2+F )-partite case remains rather simple [6].
Indeed, because Fiona has no output Hilbert space, she
can always be taken to act last, in the causal future of
both Alice and Bob, so that the only relevant causal
orders are A ≺ B ≺ F and B ≺ A ≺ F . The definition
of causal (non)separability for process matrices then
simply generalises as follows: causally separable process
matrices are those of the form

WABF = qWA≺B≺F + (1−q)WB≺A≺F (C1)

with q ∈ [0, 1] and where WA≺B≺F ,WB≺A≺F ∈
L(HABF ) are causally ordered process matrices,
such that TrF W

A≺B≺F = WA≺BI ⊗ 1
BO and

TrF W
B≺A≺F =WB≺AI ⊗ 1AO [6, 7].

In a scenario with quantum inputs, Eqs. (3) and (4)
generalise easily to the (2+F )-partite case, so that one is
led to consider the D-POVM EÃB̃F̃ = (EÃB̃F̃a,b,f )a,b,f with

EÃB̃F̃a,b,f =
(
M ÃA
a ⊗M B̃B

b ⊗M F̃F
f

)
∗WABF . (C2)

It is easily seen, in a similar way to the bipartite case,
that if WABF = WA≺B≺F is compatible with the order
A ≺ B ≺ F , then the induced D-POVM EÃB̃F̃ is com-
patible with the causal order Ã ≺ B̃ ≺ F̃ , and satisfies∑
f E

ÃB̃F̃
a,b,f = EÃ≺B̃a,b ⊗1F̃ for all a, b and for some bipartite

D-POVM (EÃ≺B̃a,b )a,b compatible with Ã ≺ B̃ (hence, fur-

ther satisfying
∑
bE

Ã≺B̃
a,b = EÃa ⊗1B̃ for all a); we generi-

cally denote such a D-POVM EÃ≺B̃≺F̃ = (EÃ≺B̃≺F̃a,b,f )a,b,f

(and similarly for the order B̃ ≺ Ã ≺ F̃ ).
Analogously to the bipartite case, we then define:4

Definition 2. A (2+F )-partite D-POVM EÃB̃F̃ (where
F̃ comes last) that can be decomposed as a convex mixture
of D-POVMs compatible with the causal orders Ã ≺ B̃ ≺
F̃ and B̃ ≺ Ã ≺ F̃ , i.e., of the form

EÃB̃F̃ = q EÃ≺B̃≺F̃ + (1−q)EB̃≺Ã≺F̃ (C3)

with q ∈ [0, 1] is said to be causally separable.

It is again clear that a causally separable process ma-
trix can only generate causally separable D-POVMs. As
in the bipartite case, the converse also holds: any causally
separable D-POVM can be realised by local operations
on a causally separable process matrix (see Appendix D
below).

Let us also note that, unlike in the bipartite case,
the decomposition of Eq. (C1) along with the validity
of WABF does not by itself imply that WA≺B≺F and
WB≺A≺F are themselves valid process matrices (cf. the
discussion at the end of Sec. B 1 above). As a conse-
quence, our result on the MDCI certification of all bi-
partite causally nonseparable processes does not gener-
alise straightforwardly to the (2+F )-partite case. Never-
theless, a similar feature extends to “(non)causal TTU-
assemblages” [13]; see Appendix F 2 and the further dis-
cussion therein.

Appendix D: Realisation of any causally separable
D-POVM

Here we show, in both the bipartite and the (2+F )-
partite cases, that any causally separable D-POVM can
be realised by local operations on a causally separable
process matrix. We provide for this some explicit con-
structions, inspired by those in Appendix B of Ref. [9].

4 Note that the structure of the space in which the D-POVM EÃB̃F̃

is defined does not reflect the fact that Fiona had no output
Hilbert space, and therefore does not by itself imply that F̃ is
taken to come last; hence the clarification in Definition 2.
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1. In the bipartite case

We will first show how to realise a D-POVM compati-
ble with a single, fixed order, before showing how to gen-
eralise this to causally separable D-POVMs. We thus be-
gin by considering a D-POVM EÃ≺B̃ = (EÃ≺B̃a,b )a,b com-

patible with the order Ã ≺ B̃, such that
∑
bE

Ã≺B̃
a,b =

EÃa ⊗ 1B̃ for all a.
Informally, our construction proceeds by extending Al-

ice’s POVM EÃa to an appropriate, natural instrument
and sending the transformed state, along with the mea-
surement outcome a, to Bob via a trivial identity process.
We achieve this by first purifying Ea and using a different
purifying “output” space for each a, so that the state is
sent to the process in different subspaces depending on a.
We then show how to find a measurement for Bob that
gives the correct global D-POVM by “inverting” the link
product using techniques adapted from Ref. [9].

Formally, note that since (for all a, b) EÃa and EÃ≺B̃a,b
are PSD, these admit spectral decompositions of the form

EÃa =
∑
ia

|eiaa 〉〈eiaa |
Ã
,

EÃ≺B̃a,b =
∑
j

|eja,b〉〈e
j
a,b|

Ã≺B̃
(D1)

for some orthogonal sets of ra and ra,b (nonnormalised

and nonzero) vectors {|eiaa 〉
Ã}ia and {|eja,b〉

Ã≺B̃
}j , resp.

Let us introduce, for each a, some ra-dimensional Hilbert
space HA

(a)
O with computational basis {|ia〉A

(a)
O }ia , and

their direct sum HAO :=
⊕

aHA
(a)
O with computational

basis {|ia〉AO}a,ia (obtained by embedding each |ia〉A
(a)
O ∈

HA
(a)
O into the larger space HAO ; we take the ia’s and

ia′ ’s for a 6= a′ to be different). Let us also introduce
some Hilbert spaces HB

(a)
I and HBI isomorphic to HA

(a)
O

and HAO , resp. HAO and HBI define Alice’s output and
Bob’s input spaces; we take Alice’s input and Bob’s out-
put spaces, on the other hand, to be trivial, and define
the (identity channel) process matrix

WAO≺BI = |1〉〉〈〈1|AOBI . (D2)

Let us then define

|ma〉ÃAO =
∑
ia

|eiaa 〉
Ã ⊗ |ia〉AO ,

|mj
b|a〉

B̃BI
=
∑
ia

(
〈eiaa |

Ã

〈eiaa |eiaa 〉
Ã
⊗ 1B̃

)
|eja,b〉

Ã≺B̃
⊗ |ia〉BI ,

M ÃAO
a = |ma〉〈ma|ÃAO (≥ 0),

M B̃BI

b =
∑
j,a

|mj
b|a〉〈m

j
b|a|

B̃BI
(≥ 0). (D3)

Note that |ma〉ÃAO is such that TrAO
|ma〉〈ma|ÃAO =

EÃa , which implies in particular that (M ÃAO
a )a is a valid

instrument. Using
∑
j,b |e

j
a,b〉〈e

j
a,b|

Ã≺B̃
=
∑
bE

Ã≺B̃
a,b =

EÃa ⊗ 1
B̃ and 〈eiaa |

Ã
EÃ

a |e
i′a
a 〉

Ã

〈eiaa |eiaa 〉
Ã〈ei

′
a

a |e
i′a
a 〉

Ã
= δia,i′a (where δ is the

Kronecker delta), we note also that
∑
bM

B̃BI

b = 1
B̃BI ,

so that (M B̃BI

b )b is a valid POVM.
With these definitions, one obtains5(
|ma〉ÃAO ⊗ |mj

b|a′〉
B̃BI ) ∗ |1〉〉AOBI

= δa,a′
∑
ia

(
|eiaa 〉〈e

ia
a |

Ã

〈eiaa |eiaa 〉
Ã
⊗ 1B̃

)
|eja,b〉

Ã≺B̃
= δa,a′ |eja,b〉

Ã≺B̃
,

(D4)

where we used the facts that
∑
ia

|eiaa 〉〈e
ia
a |

Ã

〈eiaa |eiaa 〉
Ã

acts as the

identity on range(EÃa ) and that |eja,b〉
Ã≺B̃

∈ range(EÃa )⊗
HB̃ .6 We thus find

(M ÃAO
a ⊗M B̃BI

b ) ∗WAO≺BI

= (|ma〉〈ma|ÃAO ⊗
∑
j,a′ |m

j
b|a′〉〈m

j
b|a′ |

B̃BI
) ∗ |1〉〉〈〈1|AOBI

=
∑
j

|eja,b〉〈e
j
a,b|

Ã≺B̃
= EÃ≺B̃a,b , (D5)

so that our choice of process and of instruments above
indeed allowed us to generate the causally ordered D-
POVM EÃ≺B̃ = (EÃ≺B̃a,b )a,b.

Consider now a causally separable D-POVM E =

q EÃ≺B̃ + (1−q)EB̃≺Ã.
Using the previous construction, one can obtain some

instruments (M
ÃAO [Ã≺B̃]
a )a and (M

BIB̃ [Ã≺B̃]
b )b and

some process matrix WAO≺BI such that (M ÃAO [Ã≺B̃]
a ⊗

M
BIB̃ [Ã≺B̃]
b ) ∗ WAO≺BI = EÃ≺B̃a,b for all a, b. With a

similar construction (and introducing the appropriate
spaces HAI and HBO ), one can obtain some instruments
(M

AIÃ [B̃≺Ã]
a )a and (M

B̃BO [B̃≺Ã]
b )b and some process ma-

trix WBO≺AI such that (M
AIÃ [B̃≺Ã]
a ⊗ M

B̃BO [B̃≺Ã]
b ) ∗

5 Here we use the link product for vectors, defined for |m〉XY ∈
HXY and |n〉Y Z ∈ HY Z as |m〉XY ∗ |n〉Y Z := (1XZ ⊗
〈〈1|Y )(|m〉XY ⊗ |n〉Y Z) ∈ HXZ [9]. It is such that (|m〉XY ∗
|n〉Y Z)(〈m|XY ∗ 〈n|Y Z) = |m〉〈m|XY ∗ |n〉〈n|Y Z , cf. Eq. (A2), as
we use in Eq. (D5).

6 This can, e.g., be seen by contradiction: suppose that

|eja,b〉
Ã≺B̃

/∈ range(EÃ
a ) ⊗ HB̃ . Then ∃ |v〉 ∈ range(EÃ

a )⊥

s.t. (〈v|Ã ⊗ 1
B̃) |eja,b〉

Ã≺B̃ 6= 0. This implies (since all terms

are PSD)
∑

j,b(〈v| ⊗ 1) |eja,b〉〈e
j
a,b|

Ã≺B̃
(|v〉 ⊗ 1) =

∑
b(〈v| ⊗

1)EÃ≺B̃
a,b (|v〉⊗1) = (〈v|⊗1)EÃ

a ⊗1B̃(|v〉⊗1) = 〈v|EÃ
a |v〉 1B̃ 6=

0, in contradiction with |v〉 ∈ range(EÃ
a )⊥.
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WBO≺AI = EB̃≺Ãa,b for all a, b. We shall rename the spaces
HBI and HAI introduced in these two cases as HB0

I and
HA0

I , resp.
From these, we now construct some new instruments

(M ÃA
a )a, (M B̃B

b )b and some process matrix WAB as
follows. Let us introduce some qubit (2-dimensional)
Hilbert spaces Hα and Hβ (used to encode a classi-
cal control of the causal order), define HAI = HαA0

I ,
HBI = HβB0

I , and

M ÃA
a = |0〉〈0|α ⊗ 1A

0
I ⊗M ÃAO [Ã≺B̃]

a

+ |1〉〈1|α ⊗MA0
IÃ [B̃≺Ã]

a ⊗ 1AO/dAO
,

M B̃B
b = |0〉〈0|β ⊗MB0

I B̃ [Ã≺B̃]
b ⊗ 1BO/dBO

+ |1〉〈1|β ⊗ 1B
0
I ⊗M B̃BO [B̃≺Ã]

b ,

WAB =q |0〉〈0|α ⊗ |0〉〈0|β ⊗ 1A
0
I/dA0

I
⊗WAO≺B0

I ⊗ 1BO

+(1−q) |1〉〈1|α⊗|1〉〈1|β⊗1B
0
I/dB0

I
⊗WBO≺A0

I⊗1AO .

(D6)

One can verify that these indeed define valid instruments
and a valid causally separable process matrix.

With these definitions we then get

(M ÃA
a ⊗M B̃B

b ) ∗WAB

= q (M ÃAO [Ã≺B̃]
a ⊗MB0

I B̃ [Ã≺B̃]
b ) ∗WAO≺B0

I

+ (1−q) (MA0
IÃ [B̃≺Ã]

a ⊗M B̃BO [B̃≺Ã]
b ) ∗WBO≺A0

I

= q EÃ≺B̃a,b + (1−q)EB̃≺Ãa,b , (D7)

as desired.

2. In the (2+F )-partite case

The previous construction extends easily to the (2+F )-
partite case. Let us just briefly sketch how this generali-
sation works.

Similarly to the bipartite case, for a causally or-
dered D-POVM EÃ≺B̃≺F̃ = (EÃ≺B̃≺F̃a,b,f )a,b,f such that∑
f E

Ã≺B̃≺F̃
a,b,f = EÃ≺B̃a,b ⊗ 1F̃ for all a, b and

∑
bE

Ã≺B̃
a,b =

EÃa ⊗1B̃ for all a, one can introduce the spectral decom-
positions

EÃa =
∑
ia

|eiaa 〉〈eiaa |
Ã
,

EÃ≺B̃a,b =
∑
ja,b

|eja,b

a,b 〉〈e
ja,b

a,b |
Ã≺B̃

,

EÃ≺B̃≺F̃a,b,f =
∑
k

|eka,b,f 〉〈eka,b,f |
Ã≺B̃≺F̃

. (D8)

We then introduce the Hilbert spaces HA
(a)
O and their

direct sum HAO :=
⊕

aHA
(a)
O as before, together

now with some spaces HB
(a,b)
O with computational

bases {|ja,b〉B
(a,b)
O }ja,b

and their direct sum HBO :=⊕
a,bHB

(a,b)
O with computational basis {|ja,b〉BO}a,b,ja,b

.

We similarly introduce the Hilbert spaces HB
(a)
I and HBI

isomorphic to HA
(a)
O and HAO , as well now as the spaces

HF (a,b)

and HF isomorphic to HB
(a,b)
O and HBO , resp.;

and we define the process matrix (with trivial HAI )

WAO≺B≺F = |1〉〉〈〈1|AOBI ⊗ |1〉〉〈〈1|BOF . (D9)

We then define (omitting some tensor products)

|ma〉ÃAO =
∑
ia

|eiaa 〉
Ã ⊗ |ia〉AO ,

|mb|a〉
B̃B

=
∑
ia,ja,b

(
〈eiaa |

Ã

〈eiaa |eiaa 〉
Ã
⊗1B̃

)
|eja,b

a,b 〉
Ã≺B̃
|ia〉BI |ja,b〉BO,

|mk
f |a,b〉

F̃F
=
∑
ja,b

( 〈e
ja,b
a,b |

Ã≺B̃

〈e
ja,b
a,b |e

ja,b
a,b 〉

Ã≺B̃
⊗1F̃

)
|eka,b,f 〉

Ã≺B̃≺F̃ |ja,b〉F,

M ÃAO
a = |ma〉〈ma|ÃAO (≥ 0),

M B̃B
b =

∑
a

|mb|a〉〈mb|a|
B̃B

(≥ 0),

M F̃F
f =

∑
k,a,b

|mk
f |a,b〉〈m

k
f |a,b|

F̃F
(≥ 0). (D10)

One can verify that these define valid instruments (or
POVM, for (M F̃F

f )f ).
With these definitions, one obtains (similarly to

Eqs. (D4)–(D5))(
|ma〉ÃAO⊗|mb|a′〉

B̃B⊗|mk
f |a′′,b′〉

F̃F ) ∗ |1〉〉AOBI |1〉〉BOF

= δa,a′ δa′,a′′ δb,b′
∑
ja,b

(∑
ia

|eiaa 〉〈e
ia
a |

Ã

〈eiaa |eiaa 〉
Ã
⊗1B̃

)
|eja,b

a,b 〉
Ã≺B̃

( 〈e
ja,b
a,b |

Ã≺B̃

〈e
ja,b
a,b |e

ja,b
a,b 〉

Ã≺B̃
⊗1F̃

)
|eka,b,f 〉

Ã≺B̃≺F̃

= δa,a′ δa′,a′′ δb,b′
∑
ja,b

( |eja,b
a,b 〉〈e

ja,b
a,b |

Ã≺B̃

〈e
ja,b
a,b |e

ja,b
a,b 〉

Ã≺B̃
⊗1F̃

)
|eka,b,f 〉

Ã≺B̃≺F̃

= δa,a′ δa′,a′′ δb,b′ |eka,b,f 〉
Ã≺B̃≺F̃

, (D11)

and

(M ÃAO
a ⊗M B̃B

b ⊗M F̃F
f ) ∗WAO≺B≺F

=
∑
k

|eka,b,f 〉〈eka,b,f |
Ã≺B̃≺F̃

= EÃ≺B̃≺F̃a,b,f , (D12)

so that our choice of process and of instruments above
indeed allowed us to generate the causally ordered D-
POVM EÃ≺B̃≺F̃ = (EÃ≺B̃≺F̃a,b,f )a,b,f .
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The last step in the argument, that takes the construc-
tions for two causally ordered D-POVMs EÃ≺B̃≺F̃ and
EB̃≺Ã≺F̃ to a convex mixture of those, is then similar to
that in the bipartite case.

Appendix E: Causally nonseparable D-POVMs from
noncausal process matrix correlations

If a process matrix WAB is noncausal, in the sense
that it violates a causal inequality [1] (or even if it is not
“extensibly causal”, i.e., if it violates a causal inequality
after attaching some auxillary entangled state to it [7]7),
its causal nonseparability can be certified in a DI manner.
Clearly, it can then also be certified in a semi-DI with
trusted quantum inputs (SDI-QI) manner. Let us show
how one can explicitly build a causally nonseparable D-
POVM in such a situation.

Suppose that a causal inequality violation can be ob-
tained from WAB by using some instruments (MA

a|x)a

and (MB
b|y)b, labelled by the classical inputs x and y—

i.e., that the correlations P (a, b|x, y) = Tr[(MA
a|x ⊗

MB
b|y)

TWAB ] are noncausal [1]. Let us then introduce

some ancillary spaces HÃ and HB̃ with (orthonormal)
computational bases {|x〉Ã}x and {|y〉B̃}y, and define

M ÃA
a =

∑
x

|x〉〈x|Ã ⊗MA
a|x,

M B̃B
b =

∑
y

|y〉〈y|B̃ ⊗MB
b|y. (E1)

It is easily verified that (M ÃA
a )a and (M B̃B

b )b are valid
quantum instruments (e.g., using TrAO

∑
aM

A
a|x = 1

AI

for all x, one gets TrAO

∑
aM

ÃA
a =

∑
x |x〉〈x|

Ã ⊗ 1
AI =

1
ÃAI as required). With this choice, the induced D-

POVM elements, obtained from Eq. (4), are

EÃB̃a,b =
∑
x,y

(|x〉〈x|Ã ⊗MA
a|x ⊗ |y〉〈y|

B̃ ⊗MB
b|y) ∗W

AB

=
∑
x,y

P (a, b|x, y) |x〉〈x|Ã ⊗ |y〉〈y|B̃ , (E2)

so that P (a, b|x, y) = EÃB̃a,b ∗ (|x〉〈x|
Ã ⊗ |y〉〈y|B̃).

We will see that the D-POVM (EÃB̃a,b )a,b thus obtained
is causally nonseparable. For that, let us assume, by
contradiction, that it is causally separable; its elements
can then be decomposed as

EÃB̃a,b = q EÃ≺B̃a,b + (1−q)EB̃≺Ãa,b (E3)

7 For a non-extensibly-causal process matrix, the argument below
applies in the same way, after attaching to WAB the auxillary
entangled state that allows for the causal inequality violation.

for all a, b, with q ∈ [0, 1] and where (EÃ≺B̃a,b )a,b and

(EB̃≺Ãa,b )a,b are D-POVMs compatible with Ã ≺ B̃ and
B̃ ≺ Ã, resp. Then

P (a, b|x, y) = EÃB̃a,b ∗ (|x〉〈x|
Ã ⊗ |y〉〈y|B̃)

= q EÃ≺B̃a,b ∗ (|x〉〈x|Ã ⊗ |y〉〈y|B̃)

+ (1−q)EB̃≺Ãa,b ∗ (|x〉〈x|Ã ⊗ |y〉〈y|B̃)

= q pA≺B(a, b|x, y) + (1−q) pB≺A(a, b|x, y)
(E4)

with pA≺B(a, b|x, y) = EÃ≺B̃a,b ∗ (|x〉〈x|Ã ⊗ |y〉〈y|B̃) and

pB≺A(a, b|x, y) = EB̃≺Ãa,b ∗ (|x〉〈x|Ã ⊗ |y〉〈y|B̃), which are

clearly (by definition of EÃ≺B̃a,b and EB̃≺Ãa,b ) causally or-
dered correlations. This contradicts the assumption that
the correlations P (a, b|x, y) are noncausal, and therefore
indeed shows that the D-POVM (EÃB̃a,b )a,b constructed
here is causally nonseparable.

We note that the construction above generalises in a
straightforward manner to the (2+F )-partite case (where
causal correlations are those that can be written as a
convex mixture of correlations compatible with the orders
A ≺ B ≺ F and B ≺ A ≺ F [7, 31]).

Appendix F: MDCI certification of causal
nonseparability

In the main text we considered imposing the form
of Eq. (8) to Alice and Bob’s instruments. We
show here that trusting such a structure indeed allows
one to certify the causal nonseparability of all bipar-
tite causally nonseparable process matrices, and of all
(2+F )-partite “TTU-noncausal” process matrices [13], in
a measurement-device-and-channel-independent (MDCI)
manner.

For this let us first note that the structure of Eq. (8)
implies in particular that

TrAO
M ÃA
a =M ÃIAI

a ⊗1ÃO, TrBO
M B̃B
b =M B̃IBI

b ⊗1B̃O

(F1)

for all a, b, with
∑
aM

ÃIAI
a = 1

ÃIAI and
∑
bM

B̃IBI

b =

1
B̃IBI . These constraints, for the particular values of a, b

under consideration, are in fact sufficient to prove all the
results below; hence, all references to Eq. (8) in the paper
could in fact be replaced by the (weaker, but less directly
motivated) constraints (F1) above.
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1. Bipartite case: MDCI certification of all causally
nonseparable process matrices

a. Constraints on each D-POVM element EÃB̃
a,b

As we shall see, the constraints of Eq. (F1) imply that
each D-POVM element EÃB̃a,b generated by a causally sep-
arable process matrix has a nontrivial structure.

To show this, let us start by considering a process ma-
trix WA≺B = WA≺BI ⊗ 1

BO compatible with the order
A ≺ B. Using Eq. (F1), one then has

EÃ≺B̃a,b = (M ÃA
a ⊗M B̃B

b ) ∗ (WA≺BI ⊗ 1BO )

= (M ÃA
a ⊗ TrBO

M B̃B
b ) ∗WA≺BI

= (M ÃA
a ⊗M B̃IBI

b ⊗ 1B̃O ) ∗WA≺BI

= EÃ≺B̃I

a,b ⊗ 1B̃O (F2)

with EÃ≺B̃I

a,b = (M ÃA
a ⊗M B̃IBI

b )∗WA≺BI ≥ 0. Similarly
for a process matrix WB≺A = WB≺AI ⊗ 1

AO compati-
ble with B ≺ A, one gets EB̃≺Ãa,b = EB̃≺ÃI

a,b ⊗ 1
ÃO with

EB̃≺ÃI

a,b = (M ÃIAI
a ⊗M B̃B

b )∗WB≺AI ≥ 0. More generally,
starting with a causally separable process matrix WAB

as in Eq. (2), one finds that EÃB̃a,b necessarily decomposes
as

EÃB̃a,b = q EÃ≺B̃I

a,b ⊗ 1B̃O + (1−q)EB̃≺ÃI

a,b ⊗ 1ÃO (F3)

for some EÃ≺B̃I

a,b , EB̃≺ÃI

a,b ≥ 0, as in Eq. (9) of the main
text. A contrario, if EÃB̃a,b cannot be decomposed in such
a way, then one can conclude that WAB is causally non-
separable.

Let us note that imposing some specific structure to
(both) Alice and Bob’s instruments, as in Eq. (8) or (F1),
was required to reach this conclusion: without such as-
sumptions, the individual D-POVM elements induced by
causally separable process matrices do not necessarily de-
compose as in Eq. (F3) above.8

8 Indeed, without requiring Eq. (F1), up to normalisation any
given PSD matrix Ẽ ∈ L(HÃB̃) can be obtained from a causally
separable (in fact, even a nonsignaling) process matrix WAB as
Ẽ ∝ EÃB̃

0,0 = (M ÃA
0 ⊗M B̃B

0 )∗WAB , for some choice of CP trace-

non-increasing (TNI) maps M ÃA
0 and M B̃B

0 (corresponding to
the specific outputs a = b = 0 of some instruments (M ÃA

a )a and
(M B̃B

b )b).
To see this, take for instance HAI and HBI to be isomorphic
to HÃ = HÃI ÃO and HB̃ = HB̃I B̃O , resp., take some triv-
ial (one-dimensional) HAO and HBO , take M ÃA

0 and M B̃B
0 to

be projections onto the maximally entangled states |Φ+〉ÃAI =
1√
d
Ã

|1〉〉ÃAI and |Φ+〉B̃BI = 1√
d
B̃

|1〉〉B̃BI , resp. (which indeed

One may also wonder if the operators EÃ≺B̃I

a,b and

EB̃≺ÃI

a,b obtained above have any further structure—
e.g., given how Ã decomposes here into ÃIÃO, whether
EÃ≺B̃I

a,b should also satisfy [1−ÃO]B̃I
EÃ≺B̃I

a,b = 0 (just like
WA≺BI satisfies [1−AO]BI

WA≺BI = 0). This is however
not the case in general.9

b. Certifying any bipartite causally nonseparable process
matrix

We now show that any bipartite causally nonsepara-
ble process matrix WAB can generate a D-POVM that
is not of the form of Eq. (F3), using instruments that
decompose as in Eq. (8).

Take indeed, as considered in the main text, some
quantum input spaces ÃI , ÃO, B̃I and B̃O that are iso-
morphic to AI , AO, BI and BO, resp., and the instru-
ment elements (i.e., the CP, trace-non-increasing maps)
of Eq. (10). As these essentially amount to implementing
identity channels between the tilde and non-tilde spaces
(post-selected ones in the case of ÃIAI and B̃IBI), the
induced D-POVM element EÃB̃0,0 is found to be formally
the same, up to a normalisation factor 1

dAI
dBI

, as the pro-

cess matrix WAB , but written in the spaces ÃI , ÃO, B̃I
and B̃O.

fail to satisfy Eq. (F1) as soon as HÃO or HB̃O are nontrivial),
and take WAB = ρ̃AIBI ∈ L(HAIBI ) (a quantum state) to be
the same as Ẽ/Tr(Ẽ), but written in the spacesHAI ,HBI (more
formally: ρ̃AIBI = (|1〉〉〈〈1|ÃAI ⊗ |1〉〉〈〈1|B̃BI ) ∗ Ẽ/Tr(Ẽ)). Then
Eq. (4) indeed gives (up to normalisation) the desired matrix
EÃB̃

0,0 = Ẽ/[dÃdB̃ Tr(Ẽ)].
If the structure of Eq. (F1) is imposed to one party only (say Al-
ice) then again any PSD matrix Ẽ ∈ L(HÃB̃) can be obtained,
up to normalisation, as Ẽ ∝ EÃB̃

0,0 = (M ÃA
0 ⊗M B̃B

0 )∗WAB , now
for some WAB with a fixed order (say A ≺ B). To see this, take

now HAI , HAO and HB
(0)
I isomorphic to HÃI , HÃO and HB̃ ,

resp., introduce some spaces HB
(1)
I ,HB

(2)
I both isomorphic to

HÃO , define HBI = HB
(0)
I

B
(1)
I

B
(2)
I and take some trivial HBO ;

then take WAB = WA≺BI ∝ ρ̃AIB
(1)
I

B
(0)
I ⊗ |1〉〉〈〈1|AOB

(2)
I with

ρ̃AIB
(1)
I

B
(0)
I ∈ L(HAIB

(1)
I

B
(0)
I ) the same as Ẽ ∈ L(HÃI ÃOB̃),

but written in the spaces HAIB
(1)
I

B
(0)
I ; and take M ÃA

0 =

|Φ+〉〈Φ+|ÃIAI ⊗ |1〉〉〈〈1|ÃOAO (that indeed satisfies Eq. (F1))

and M B̃BI
0 = |Φ+〉〈Φ+|B̃B

(0)
I ⊗ |Φ+〉〈Φ+|B

(1)
I

B
(2)
I (that fails to

satisfy Eq. (F1) if HB̃O is nontrivial).
9 Indeed, any given PSD matrix Ẽ ∈ L(HÃI ÃOB̃I ) can be ob-

tained, up to normalisation, as Ẽ ∝ EÃ≺B̃I
0,0 = (M ÃA

0 ⊗M B̃IBI
0 )∗

WA≺BI from a causally ordered WA≺BI and a specific choice
of CP TNI maps M ÃA

0 ,M
B̃IBI
0 satisfying Eq. (F1). This can

be seen using the same construction as in the last paragraph in
Footnote 8, after replacing B̃ by just B̃I (as we have here a trivial
HB̃O ).
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Suppose now that WAB is causally nonseparable, so
that it cannot be decomposed as in Eq. (2). Now, recall
that such a decomposition remains impossible even if we
do not require WA≺BI ,WB≺AI ≥ 0 to be valid process
matrices a priori : see the discussion around Eqs. (B4)–
(B5) in Appendix B 1.10 Translating this onto EÃB̃0,0 ,
this implies that the latter cannot be decomposed as in
Eq. (F3), for any EÃ≺B̃I

0,0 , EB̃≺ÃI
0,0 ≥ 0, as claimed above.

As discussed in the previous subsection, verifying that
EÃB̃0,0 is not of the form of Eq. (F3) implies that WAB

is causally nonseparable. This verification can be done
with similar techniques to the use of “witnesses of causal
nonseparability” [6, 11], see Appendix G. Such witnesses
can be measured in practice by using complete enough
sets of quantum input sets {ρÃx }x and {ρB̃y }y, as discussed
in the main text. Because we need here to trust that
Alice and Bob’s instruments are of the form of Eq. (8),
this certification is MDCI.

2. (2+F )-partite case: MDCI certification of all
TTU-noncausal processes

a. Constraints on the D-POVM elements (EÃB̃F̃
a,b,f )f for

fixed a, b, and all f

Contrarily to the bipartite case, in the (2+F )-partite
case, the requirement that Alice and Bob’s instruments
are of the form of Eq. (8) (or even, that they satisfy
Eq. (F1) for some fixed a, b)11 is not engouh to impose
any specific structure to each individual D-POVM ele-
ment EÃB̃F̃a,b,f .

12 Nevertheless, some nontrivial structure is
recovered when considering all of Fiona’s outcomes f .

To see this, consider first a process matrix WA≺B≺F

compatible with the order A ≺ B ≺ F (hence satisfying
in particular TrF W

A≺B≺F = WA≺BI ⊗ 1
BO for some

process matrixWA≺BI ). In a similar way to the bipartite
case, see Eq. (F2), summing over f (for some fixed a, b,

10 This subtlety in the argument prevents our results from gener-
alising in a straightforward manner to the multipartite case; see
Appendix B 1.

11 Note that since Fiona has no output Hilbert space, the analogous
condition to Eq. (8) for her instrument is automatically satisfied,
for some trivial F̃O.

12 Indeed, any given PSD matrix Ẽ ∈ L(HÃI ÃOB̃I B̃OF̃ ) can be
obtained, up to normalisation, from a process matrix WABF

compatible with both causal orders A ≺ B ≺ F and B ≺ A ≺ F ,
for some choice of CP TNI maps M ÃA

0 , M B̃B
0 satisfying Eq. (8)

and some M F̃F
0 , as Ẽ ∝ EÃB̃F̃

0,0,0 = (M ÃA
0 ⊗ M B̃B

0 ⊗ M F̃F
0 ) ∗

WABF . An explicit construction similar in spirit to that referred
to in Footnote 9 could indeed be provided here.

and using the fact that
∑
f M

F̃F
f = 1

F̃F ) one gets:

∑
f

EÃ≺B̃≺F̃a,b,f = (M ÃA
a ⊗M B̃B

b ⊗
∑
f

M F̃F
f ) ∗WA≺B≺F

= (M ÃA
a ⊗M B̃B

b ) ∗ TrF WA≺B≺F ⊗ 1F̃

= (M ÃA
a ⊗M B̃B

b ) ∗ (WA≺BI ⊗ 1BO )⊗ 1F̃

= EÃ≺B̃I

a,b ⊗ 1B̃OF̃ (F4)

with EÃ≺B̃I

a,b = (M ÃA
a ⊗M B̃IBI

b )∗WA≺BI ≥ 0. Similarly
for a process matrixWB≺A≺F compatible with B ≺ A ≺
F , one gets ∑

f

EB̃≺Ã≺F̃a,b,f = EB̃≺ÃI

a,b ⊗ 1ÃOF̃ (F5)

with EB̃≺ÃI

a,b = (M ÃIAI
a ⊗M B̃B

b ) ∗WB≺AI ≥ 0.
More generally, starting with a causally separable pro-

cess matrix WABF = qWA≺B≺F + (1−q)WB≺A≺F , one
finds that the EÃB̃F̃a,b,f ’s (for some fixed a, b) necessarily
decompose as

EÃB̃F̃a,b,f = q EÃ≺B̃≺F̃a,b,f + (1−q)EB̃≺Ã≺F̃a,b,f ∀ f (F6)

for some EÃ≺B̃≺F̃a,b,f , EB̃≺Ã≺F̃a,b,f ≥ 0 satisfying

∑
f

EÃ≺B̃≺F̃a,b,f = EÃ≺B̃I

a,b ⊗ 1B̃OF̃ ,

∑
f

EB̃≺Ã≺F̃a,b,f = EB̃≺ÃI

a,b ⊗ 1ÃOF̃ (F7)

for some EÃ≺B̃I

a,b , EB̃≺ÃI

a,b (≥ 0).

As in the bipartite case above, we note that imposing
some specific structure to Alice and Bob’s instruments, as
in Eq. (8) or (F1), was required to reach this conclusion,13

and that the operators EÃ≺B̃I

a,b and EB̃≺ÃI

a,b above have no
further specific structure in general.

13 Without requiring Eq. (F1), up to normalisation any family
of PSD matrices (Ẽf )f in L(HÃB̃) can be obtained from a
nonsignaling process matrix (a quantum state) WABF , as Ẽf ∝
EÃB̃F̃

0,0,f = (M ÃA
0 ⊗M B̃B

0 ⊗M F̃F
f )∗WABF : take, e.g., HAI , HBI ,

HAO , HBO , M ÃA
0 and M B̃B

0 as in Footnote 8, HF = HF (1)F (2)

with HF (1)
isomorphic to HF̃ and HF (2)

a Hilbert space with an
orthonormal basis {|f〉F

(2)
}f , M F̃F

f ∝ |1〉〉〈〈1|F̃F (1)
⊗ |f〉〈f |F

(2)

and WABF ∝
∑

f ρ̃
AIBIF

(1)

f ⊗ |f〉〈f |F
(2)
∈ L(HAIBIF ) with

each ρ̃AIBIF
(1)

f being (up to normalisation) the same as Ẽf , but

written in the spaces HAI ,HBI ,HF (1)aa.
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b. With classical inputs for Fiona: constraints on the
D-POVM elements (EÃB̃

a,b,f |z)f,z for fixed a, b, and all f, z

It remains an open problem to characterise pre-
cisely which causally nonseparable (2+F )-partite pro-
cess matrices can generate families of D-POVM elements
(EÃB̃F̃a,b,f )f (for some fixed a, b) that cannot be decomposed
as in Eqs. (F6)–(F7). As a generalisation to our result
in the bipartite case, we find that this is at least the
case for all process matrices that are said to be “TTU-
noncausal” [13].

Here “TTU” stands for “Trusted-Trusted-Untrusted”,
and refers to a (2+F )-partite scenario where Alice and
Bob’s instruments are trusted, while Fiona’s measure-
ment is not: her choice of measurement is simply la-
belled by a classical variable z. TTU-noncausal process
matrices are those whose causal nonseparability can be
certified in such a TTU manner (see next subsection). To
establish our result below, we will correspondingly con-
sider a situation where Fiona has some classical, rather
than quantum inputs.

As before, we start by looking at what the causal
separability of a process matrix implies on the struc-
ture of the induced D-POVMs. Building on the previ-
ous calculations, this can equivalently be done either by
considering that Fiona’s possible inputs are orthogonal
states |z〉F̃ and that her POVM elements are of the form
MFF̃
f =

∑
zM

F
f |z ⊗ |z〉〈z|

F̃ for some POVMs {MF
f |z}f

conditioned by z; or by removing Fiona’s quantum in-
puts and conditioning “by hand” all previous calculations
by Fiona’s classical input, noting that Alice and Bob’s
marginal D-POVMs should not depend on Fiona’s in-
put z, which comes in their causal future. Eqs. (F6)–
(F7) thus provide the following conditions, for all sub-
sets of D-POVM elements (EÃB̃a,b,f |z = EÃB̃F̃a,b,f ∗ |z〉〈z|

F̃
=

(M ÃA
a ⊗M B̃B

b ⊗MF
f |z)∗W

ABF )f,z (for fixed a, b) induced
by a causally separable process matrix:

EÃB̃a,b,f |z = q EÃ≺B̃a,b,f |z + (1−q)EB̃≺Ãa,b,f |z ∀ f, z, (F8)

∑
f

EÃ≺B̃a,b,f |z = EÃ≺B̃I

a,b ⊗ 1B̃O ∀ z,

∑
f

EB̃≺Ãa,b,f |z = EB̃≺ÃI

a,b ⊗ 1ÃO ∀ z (F9)

for some EÃ≺B̃a,b,f |z, E
B̃≺Ã
a,b,f |z, E

Ã≺B̃I

a,b , EB̃≺ÃI

a,b ≥ 0.
If no such decomposition exists, then this implies that

the process matrix under consideration is causally non-
separable. (Note that this also implies that the corre-
sponding sets of D-POVM elements (EÃB̃F̃a,b,f )f , that in-
clude the classical inputs, cannot be decomposed as in
Eqs. (F6)–(F7).)

c. Certifying any (2+F )-partite TTU-noncausal process
matrix

As defined in Ref. [13], a “TTU-assemblage” is a set of
PSD matrices (wABf |z )f,z, with each wABf |z ∈ L(H

AB), such
that ∑

f

wABf |z =WAB ∀ z, (F10)

for some bipartite process matrix WAB . A TTU-
assemblage is said to be “causal” if it can be decomposed
as a convex mixture (for some q ∈ [0, 1])

wABf |z = q wA≺Bf |z + (1−q)wB≺Af |z ∀ f, z, (F11)

in terms of matrices PSD wA≺Bf |z , wB≺Af |z ≥ 0 satisfying∑
f

wA≺Bf |z =WA≺BI ⊗ 1BO ∀ z,

∑
f

wB≺Af |z =WB≺AI ⊗ 1AO ∀ z, (F12)

for some causally ordered (valid) process matrices
WA≺BI and WB≺AI .

If no such decomposition exists, then the TTU-
assemblage is noncausal. As in the bipartite case, we
note that a noncausal TTU-assemblage can also not be
decomposed as in Eqs. (F11) and (F12) above, even if we
do not assume a priori thatWA≺BI andWB≺AI are valid
process matrices (as their validity condition would any-
way be implied by Eqs. (F10)–(F12), as in Footnote 3).

A TTU-assemblage (wABf |z )f,z is typically obtained as
a “process TTU-assemblage”, that is, starting from a
(2+F )-partite process matrix WABF , by letting Fiona
apply some POVMs (MF

f |z)f (for some classical inputs
z) and defining the matrices wABf |z = MF

f |z ∗ W
ABF .

(Such a set (wABf |z )f,z indeed satisfies Eq. (F10), with
WAB = TrF W

ABF .) A process matrix that can generate
a noncausal TTU-assemblage in such a way is said to be
“TTU-noncausal” [13]. Note that only causally nonsep-
arable process matrices can generate noncausal process
TTU-assemblages, so that certifying TTU-noncausality
implies a certification of causal nonseparability.

Consider, as in the bipartite case, some quantum in-
put spaces ÃI , ÃO, B̃I and B̃O that are isomorphic to
AI , AO, BI and BO, resp., and the CP maps M ÃA

0 and
M B̃B

0 of Eq. (10) for Alice and Bob. As before, we find
that the induced D-POVM elements EÃB̃0,0,f |z = (M ÃA

0 ⊗
M B̃B

0 ⊗MF
f |z) ∗W

ABF = (M ÃA
0 ⊗M B̃B

0 ) ∗ wABf |z are for-
mally the same, up to a normalisation factor 1

dAI
dBI

, as
the matrices wABf |z of the TTU-assemblage generated by
the process matrix WABF and Fiona’s POVMs (MF

f |z)f ,
but written in the spaces ÃI , ÃO, B̃I and B̃O.
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Suppose now that the TTU-assemblage (wABf |z )f,z is
noncausal—i.e., that WABF is TTU-noncausal—so that
it cannot be decomposed as in Eqs. (F11)–(F12) for any
wA≺Bf |z , wB≺Af |z ,WA≺BI ,WB≺AI ≥ 0. Now, recall from
the remark above that such a decomposition remains im-
possible even if we do not require WA≺BI ,WB≺AI ≥
0 to be valid process matrices a priori. Translating
this onto the EÃB̃0,0,f |z’s, this implies that the latter
cannot be decomposed as in Eqs. (F8)–(F9), for any
EÃ≺B̃0,0,f |z, E

B̃≺Ã
0,0,f |z, E

Ã≺B̃I
0,0 , EB̃≺ÃI

0,0 ≥ 0.

Hence, we have shown that any TTU-noncausal
(2+F )-partite process matrix WABF can generate some
subsets of D-POVM elements (EÃB̃0,0,f |z)f,z that cannot be
decomposed as in Eqs. (F8)–(F9). Verifying that such a
decomposition is impossible can again be done with sim-
ilar techniques to the use of “witnesses of causal nonsepa-
rability” [6, 11] (see Appendix G), which can be measured
in practice. Here we do not need to trust Fiona’s POVMs
but we need to trust that Alice and Bob’s instruments
are of the form of Eq. (8), so that this certification of
causal nonseparability is MDCI for Alice and Bob, but
fully DI for Fiona (“MDCI-MDCI-DI”).

The quantum switch is an example of a TTU-
noncausal process [13], whose TTU-noncausality—and
hence, whose causal nonseparability—can thus be certi-
fied in such a way. We note that for the quantum switch
Fiona can apply a single, fixed POVM (MF

f )f , with no
classical input z; see also Appendix H 2.

3. (2+F )-partite case: MDCI certification of all
TUU-noncausal processes

Let us now consider a “TUU” (for “Trusted-Untrusted-
Untrusted”) scenario [13], where Bob’s instrument is also
untrusted. Clearly, if a (2+F )-partite process matrix
can be certified to be causally nonseparable in a TUU
manner—in other words, if it is “TUU-noncausal”—then
it can also be certified in a TTU manner—i.e., it is also
TTU-noncausal. From the previous section, we conclude
that in a scenario with trusted quantum inputs it can also
be certified in a MDCI manner for Alice and Bob, and
fully DI for Fiona (“MDCI-MDCI-DI”). Unsurprisingly
this result can be strengthened: in the latter scenario
Bob’s devices can also be fully unstrusted, so that the
certification can be MDCI for Alice only, and fully DI for
both Bob and Fiona (“MDCI-DI-DI”).

a. With classical inputs for Bob and Fiona: constraints on
the D-POVM elements (EÃ

a,b,f |y,z)b,f,y,z for fixed a, and all
b, f, y, z

Assume that Alice’s instrument satisfies the constraint
of Eq. (8) (or Eq. (F1) directly, for some particular a),
and let us directly consider here the relevant case with

classical inputs y, z for Bob and Fiona. (The case where
they still have quantum inputs could also be considered,
in a similar manner to Sec. F 2 a above.)

Considering a process matrix WA≺B≺F compatible
with the order A ≺ B ≺ F (such that TrF W

A≺B≺F =
WA≺BI ⊗ 1

BO and TrBI
WA≺BI = ρAI ⊗ 1

AO ),
the induced D-POVM elements EÃ [A≺B]

a,b,f |y,z = (M ÃA
a ⊗

MB
b|y ⊗M

F
f |z) ∗W

A≺B≺F satisfy, for some fixed a (sim-
ilarly to Eq. (F4) or (F9), using the TP condition
TrBO

∑
bM

B
b|y = 1

BI and Eq. (F1))∑
f

E
Ã [A≺B]
a,b,f |y,z = E

Ã [A≺B]
a,b|y ∀ b, y, z,

∑
b

E
Ã [A≺B]
a,b|y = EÃI [A≺B]

a ⊗ 1ÃO ∀ y, (F13)

with E
Ã [A≺B]
a,b|y = (M ÃA

a ⊗ TrBO
MB
b|y) ∗ W

A≺BI and

E
ÃI [A≺B]
a =M ÃIAI

a ∗ ρAI .
Considering a process matrix WB≺A≺F compati-

ble with the order B ≺ A ≺ F (such that
TrF W

B≺A≺F = WB≺AI ⊗ 1
AO ), the induced D-POVM

elements EÃ [B≺A]
a,b,f |y,z = (M ÃA

a ⊗MB
b|y ⊗M

F
f |z) ∗W

B≺A≺F

satisfy, again for some fixed a,∑
f

E
Ã [B≺A]
a,b,f |y,z = E

ÃI [B≺A]
a,b|y ⊗ 1ÃO ∀ b, y, z, (F14)

with EÃI [B≺A]
a,b|y = (M ÃIAI

a ⊗MB
b|y) ∗W

B≺AI .

Hence, the D-POVM induced by a causally separable
process matrixWABF = qWA≺B≺F+(1−q)WB≺A≺F is
such that its elements EÃa,b,f |y,z can be decomposed (for
some fixed a) as

EÃa,b,f |y,z = q E
Ã [A≺B]
a,b,f |y,z + (1−q)EÃ [B≺A]

a,b,f |y,z ∀ b, f, y, z,
(F15)

with E
Ã [A≺B]
a,b,f |y,z , E

Ã [B≺A]
a,b,f |y,z satisfying Eqs. (F13)–(F14)

above, for some EÃ [A≺B]
a,b|y , E

ÃI [A≺B]
a , E

ÃI [B≺A]
a,b|y ≥ 0.

b. Certifying any (2+F )-partite TUU-noncausal process
matrix

From Ref. [13], a “TUU-assemblage” is a set of PSD
matrices (wAb,f |y,z)b,f,y,z, with each wAb,f |y,z ∈ L(H

A),
such that ∑

f

wAb,f |y,z = wAb|y ∀ b, y, z, (F16)

∑
b

wAb|y = ρAI
y ⊗ 1AO ∀ y, (F17)

for some (PSD) matrices wAb|y ∈ L(H
A) and some (nor-

malised) density matrices ρAI
y ∈ L(HAI ).
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A TUU-assemblage (wAb,f |y,z)b,f,y,z is compatible with
the order A ≺ B if ρAI

y = ρAI does not depend on y; it
is compatible with the order B ≺ A if wAb|y has the form
wAb|y = wAI

b|y ⊗ 1
AO (which then automatically implies

the form of Eq. (F17), except for the normalisation). A
TUU-assemblage (wAb,f |y,z)b,f,y,z that can be written as

a convex mixture of a TUU-assemblage (w
A [A≺B]
b,f |y,z )b,f,y,z

compatible with the order A ≺ B and a TUU-assemblage
(w

A [B≺A]
b,f |y,z )b,f,y,z compatible with the order B ≺ A is said

to be causal; otherwise, it is noncausal.
More explicitly, a causal TUU-assemblage

(wAb,f |y,z)b,f,y,z can thus be decomposed as

wAb,f |y,z = q w
A [A≺B]
b,f |y,z + (1−q)wA [B≺A]

b,f |y,z ∀ b, f, y, z,
(F18)

with q ∈ [0, 1] and wA [A≺B]
b,f |y,z , w

A [B≺A]
b,f |y,z ≥ 0 satisfying∑

f

w
A [A≺B]
b,f |y,z = w

A [A≺B]
b|y ∀ b, y, z, (F19)

∑
b

w
A [A≺B]
b|y = ρAI [A≺B] ⊗ 1AO ∀ y, (F20)∑

f

w
A [B≺A]
b,f |y,z = w

AI [B≺A]
b|y ⊗ 1AO ∀ b, y, z, (F21)

for some matrices w
A [A≺B]
b|y ∈ L(HA), wAI [B≺A]

b|y ∈
L(HAI ) and some (normalised) density matrices
ρAI [A≺B] ∈ L(HAI ) (and with

∑
bTr[w

AI [B≺A]
b|y ] = 1 for

all y).

One can obtain a “process TUU-assemblage” from
a (2+F )-partite process matrix WABF , some instru-
ments (MB

b|y)b for Bob (with classical inputs y) and some
POVMs (MF

f |z)f for Fiona (with classical inputs z), by
defining the matrices wAb,f |y,z = (MB

b|y ⊗M
F
f |z) ∗W

ABF

(which indeed satisfy Eqs. (F16)–(F17)).14 A (necessar-
ily causally nonseparable) process matrix that can gen-
erate a noncausal TUU-assemblage (as above) is said to
be “TUU-noncausal”.

Consider once again some quantum input spaces
ÃI , ÃO for Alice that are isomorphic to AI , AO, resp.,
and the CP map M ÃA

0 of Eq. (10). Similarly to the
previous cases, we find that the induced D-POVM el-
ements EÃ0,b,f |y,z = (M ÃA

0 ⊗ MB
b|y ⊗ MF

f |z) ∗ W
ABF =

M ÃA
0 ∗ wAb,f |y,z are formally the same, up to a normali-

sation factor 1
dAI

, as the matrices wAb,f |y,z of the process

14 We note that contrary to the TTU case, it remains an open
question, whether any TUU-assemblage can be obtained as a
process TUU-assemblage [13].

TUU-assemblage obtained as above, but written in the
spaces ÃI and ÃO.

Suppose now that the TUU-assemblage
(wAb,f |y,z)b,f,y,z is noncausal—i.e., that WABF is
TUU-noncausal—so that it cannot be decomposed
as in Eqs. (F18)–(F21) for any PSD matrices
w
A [A≺B]
b,f |y,z , w

A [B≺A]
b,f |y,z , w

A [A≺B]
b|y , ρAI [A≺B], w

AI [B≺A]
b|y .

Translating this onto the EÃ0,b,f |y,z’s, this
implies that the latter cannot be decom-
posed as in Eqs. (F13)–(F15), for any
E
Ã [A≺B]
0,b,f |y,z , E

Ã [B≺A]
0,b,f |y,z , E

Ã [A≺B]
0,b|y , E

ÃI [A≺B]
0 , E

ÃI [B≺A]
0,b|y ≥ 0.

Hence, any TUU-noncausal (2+F )-partite process ma-
trix WABF can generate some subsets of D-POVM ele-
ments (EÃ0,b,f |y,z)b,f,y,z that cannot be decomposed as in
Eqs. (F13)–(F15). Once again, verifying that such a de-
composition is impossible can be done with similar tech-
niques to causal witnesses (see Appendix G), which can
be measured in practice. Here we only need to trust that
Alice’s instrument is of the form of Eq. (8), but we do
not need to trust Bob’s instrument or Fiona’s POVMs
at all, so that this certification of causal nonseparabil-
ity is MDCI for Alice, but fully DI for Bob and Fiona
(“MDCI-DI-DI”).

The quantum switch is again an example of a TUU-
noncausal process [13]. Its TUU-noncausality—and
hence, its causal nonseparability—can be certified in such
a MDCI-DI-DI manner, with a binary classical input for
Bob and a fixed POVM for Fiona; see also Appendix H 2.

Appendix G: Characterisation of the cones of
causally separable D-POVMs

A crucial problem raised in this paper is to charac-
terise the sets of (bipartite or (2+F )-partite) causally
separable D-POVMs, or of bipartite D-POVM elements
EÃB̃a,b of the form of Eq. (9) (for some fixed a, b), or of
subsets of (2+F )-partite D-POVM elements (EÃB̃F̃a,b,f )f or
(EÃB̃a,b,f |z)f,z that can be decomposed as in Eqs. (F6)–
(F7) or Eqs. (F8)–(F9), resp. (for some fixed a, b and all
f, z’s).

It is convenient, for these characterisations, to drop the
global normalisation constraints. The sets that we want
to characterise are then closed convex cones. We will fol-
low below the approach that was used in Refs. [6, 11] to
characterise the cones of causally separable process ma-
trices, together with their dual cones that contain the
“witnesses of causal nonseparability”. In particular, the
dual cones (which we denote with an asterisk ∗ or with
the “orthogonal” symbol ⊥ in the case of linear spaces)
are typically obtained by using the following duality rela-
tions that hold for any of the closed convex cones K1,K2

considered below:

(K1 +K2)
∗ = K∗1 ∩ K∗2, (K1 ∩ K2)

∗ = K∗1 +K∗2, (G1)
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where ‘+’ here denotes the Minkowski sum.
In the last section of this appendix we then show explic-

itly how to write, in terms the cones thus characterised,
the primal and dual SDP problems that one can solve,
in order to check the causal (non)separability of the D-
POVMs or D-POVM elements of interest, and construct
explicit causal witnesses.

1. Cone of bipartite case causally separable
D-POVMs

A bipartite D-POVM EÃ≺B̃ with nA and nB possible
outputs a and b, resp., that is compatible with the order
Ã ≺ B̃ is a set of nAnB PSD operators EÃ≺B̃a,b that sum

to the identity and satisfy
∑
bE

Ã≺B̃
a,b = EÃa ⊗ 1

B̃ for all
a. Dropping the normalisation (and thus only requiring
that the sum of all EÃ≺B̃a,b ’s—or equivalently, here, of all
EÃa ’s—should be proportional to the identity), the cone
of (nonnormalised) causally ordered D-POVMs EÃ≺B̃ =

(EÃ≺B̃a,b )a,b can then be written as

EÃ≺B̃ = PnAnB ∩ LÃ≺B̃ , (G2)

where P generically denotes the cone of PSD matrices
of appropriate dimensions (taken here to the Cartesian
power nAnB) and where LÃ≺B̃ is the linear space

LÃ≺B̃ = {(EÃ≺B̃a,b )a,b | ∀ a,
∑
bE

Ã≺B̃
a,b = EÃa ⊗ 1B̃ ;∑

aE
Ã
a ∝ 1

Ã}. (G3)

The cone of D-POVMs EB̃≺Ã is obtained in a similar,
symmetric manner. According to Eq. (6) in Definition 1,
the cone of (nonnormalised) bipartite causally separa-
ble D-POVMs EÃB̃ = (EÃB̃a,b )a,b is then obtained as the
Minkowski sum

Esep = EÃ≺B̃ + EB̃≺Ã. (G4)

To construct its dual cone, we first need to specify a
scalar product. Here we take the one inherited from the
(scalar) link product, SÃB̃ ∗EÃB̃ =

∑
a,bTr[(S

ÃB̃
a,b )

TEÃB̃a,b ]

for SÃB̃ = (SÃB̃a,b )a,b and EÃB̃ = (EÃB̃a,b )a,b, so that the
dual of a cone E is the cone S = {SÃB̃ | ∀EÃB̃ ∈ E , SÃB̃ ∗
EÃB̃ ≥ 0}. It is easily verified that PnAnB is self-dual,
and that15 (LÃ≺B̃)∗ = (LÃ≺B̃)⊥ = {(SÃB̃a,b = SÃ≺B̃a +

15 This can be seen by writing LÃ≺B̃ = LÃ≺B̃
∀a ∩ LÃ≺B̃

∝1 with

LÃ≺B̃
∀a = {(EÃ≺B̃

a,b )a,b|∀ a,
∑

bE
Ã≺B̃
a,b = EÃ

a ⊗ 1
B̃} and LÃ≺B̃

∝1 =

{(EÃ≺B̃
a,b )a,b|

∑
a,b E

Ã≺B̃
a,b ∝ 1

ÃB̃}, such that (LÃ≺B̃
∀a )⊥ =

{(SÃB̃
a,b = SÃ≺B̃

a )a,b|∀ a,TrB̃ [SÃ≺B̃
a ] = 0} and (LÃ≺B̃

∝1 )⊥ =

{(SÃB̃
a,b = SÃ≺B̃)a,b|Tr[SÃ≺B̃ ] = 0}, and then using Eq. (G1).

SÃ≺B̃)a,b | ∀ a,TrB̃ [SÃ≺B̃a ] = 0;Tr[SÃ≺B̃ ] = 0}. Using
the duality relations of Eq. (G1), we thus obtain

(Esep)∗ = (EÃ≺B̃)∗ ∩ (EB̃≺Ã)∗ (G5)

with

(EÃ≺B̃)∗ = PnAnB + (LÃ≺B̃)⊥,

= {(SÃB̃a,b = SÃ≺B̃PSD;a,b + SÃ≺B̃a + SÃ≺B̃)a,b

| ∀ a, b, SÃ≺B̃PSD;a,b ≥ 0,TrB̃ [S
Ã≺B̃
a ] = 0,

Tr[SÃ≺B̃ ] = 0} (G6)

and similarly for (EB̃≺Ã)∗.
Any set of operators SÃB̃ = (SÃB̃a,b )a,b in the dual cone

(Esep)∗ acts as a “witness of causal nonseparability” for
D-POVMs, in the sense that by definition all causally
separable D-POVMs satisfy SÃB̃ ∗ EÃB̃ ≥ 0—hence, if
one gets a value SÃB̃ ∗EÃB̃ < 0, this certifies that the D-
POVM is causally nonseparable. Note, furthermore, that
since the set of causally separable D-POVMs is closed and
convex, then by the separating hyperplane theorem [32],
for any causally nonseparable D-POVM there exists a
witness that certifies it. A witness can be measured in
practice, as clarified around Eq. (7) in the main text.

2. Cone of (2+F )-partite causally separable
D-POVMs

The characterisation of the cone of (2+F )-partite
causally separable D-POVMs is similar to that in the
bipartite case. We start by characterising the cone D-
POVMs EÃ≺B̃≺F̃ (with nA, nB and nF possible outputs
a, b and f , resp.) compatible with the order Ã ≺ B̃ ≺ F̃ ,
as

EÃ≺B̃≺F̃ = PnAnBnF ∩ LÃ≺B̃≺F̃ , (G7)

with

LÃ≺B̃≺F̃

= {(EÃ≺B̃≺F̃a,b,f )a,b,f | ∀ a, b,
∑
fE

Ã≺B̃≺F̃
a,b,f = EÃ≺B̃a,b ⊗ 1F̃ ;

∀ a,
∑
bE

Ã≺B̃
a,b = EÃa ⊗ 1B̃ ;

∑
aE

Ã
a ∝ 1

Ã}. (G8)

The cone of D-POVMs EB̃≺Ã≺F̃ is obtained in a sim-
ilar way, and according to Eq. (C3) in Definition 2,
the cone of (2+F )-partite causally separable D-POVMs
EÃB̃F̃ = (EÃB̃F̃a,b,f )a,b,f is

Esep = EÃ≺B̃≺F̃ + EB̃≺Ã≺F̃ . (G9)

Its dual cone (of “witnesses of causal nonseparability”
SÃB̃F̃ = (SÃB̃F̃a,b,f )a,b,f , now for the scalar product SÃB̃F̃ ∗
EÃB̃F̃ =

∑
a,b,f Tr[(S

ÃB̃F̃
a,b,f )

TEÃB̃F̃a,b,f ]) is then

(Esep)∗ = (EÃ≺B̃≺F̃ )∗ ∩ (EB̃≺Ã≺F̃ )∗ (G10)
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with

(EÃ≺B̃≺F̃ )∗ = PnAnBnF + (LÃ≺B̃≺F̃ )⊥

={(SÃB̃F̃a,b,f =SÃ≺B̃≺F̃PSD;a,b,f+S
Ã≺B̃≺F̃
a,b +SÃ≺B̃≺F̃a +SÃ≺B̃≺F̃ )a,b,f

| ∀ a, b, f, SÃ≺B̃≺F̃PSD;a,b,f ≥ 0,TrF̃ [S
Ã≺B̃≺F̃
a,b ] = 0,

TrB̃F̃ [S
Ã≺B̃≺F̃
a ] = 0,Tr[SÃ≺B̃≺F̃ ] = 0} (G11)

and similarly for (EB̃≺Ã≺F̃ )∗.

3. Cone of bipartite single D-POVM elements EÃB̃
0,0

of the form of Eq. (9)

As we saw, in the case where we impose the structure
of Eq. (8) for Alice and Bob’s instruments, the causal
separability of a bipartite process matrix WAB implies
that each individual D-POVM element EÃB̃a,b —e.g., EÃB̃0,0

for a = b = 0—is of the form of Eq. (9). Once again
dropping the global normalisation, the cone of matrices
of this form is simply obtained as16

Esep
0,0 = EÃ≺B̃0,0 + EB̃≺Ã0,0 (G12)

with

EÃ≺B̃0,0 = {EÃ≺B̃I
0,0 ⊗ 1B̃O |EÃ≺B̃I

0,0 ≥ 0}, (G13)

and similarly for EB̃≺Ã0,0 .

Its dual cone (of “witnesses” SÃB̃0,0 , for the scalar link
product SÃB̃0,0 ∗ EÃB̃0,0 = Tr[(SÃB̃0,0 )

TEÃB̃0,0 ]), is

(Esep
0,0 )

∗ = (EÃ≺B̃0,0 )∗ ∩ (EB̃≺Ã0,0 )∗ (G14)

with

(EÃ≺B̃0,0 )∗ = {SÃB̃0,0 | TrB̃O
[SÃB̃0,0 ] ≥ 0}, (G15)

and similarly for (EB̃≺Ã0,0 )∗.

Let us note here that the cone Esep
0,0 above is not

simply isomorphic to the cone Wsep of (nonnormalised)
causally separable process matrices, characterised e.g. in
Refs. [6, 11]. Indeed, as noted in Appendix F 1 a, the
operators EÃ≺B̃I

0,0 in Eq. (G13) are not bound to sat-

isfy [1−ÃO]B̃I
EÃ≺B̃I

0,0 = 0, contrary to the process ma-
trices WA≺BI in the decomposition of a causally separa-
ble process, that must satisfy [1−AO]BI

WA≺BI = 0. The

16 The subscripts ‘0, 0’ in the names of the cones (e.g., in Esep0,0 )
indicate that these are cones of D-POVM elements corresponding
to some fixed a, b (say, a = b = 0), as opposed to the full sets
of D-POVM elements for all a, b. In Esep0,0,· further below the dot
indicates that we still consider all possible values f .

cone Esep
0,0 is in this sense “larger” thanWsep, and its dual

cone (Esep
0,0 )

∗ is correspondingly “smaller” than the cone
(Wsep)∗ of standard causal witnesses [6, 11]. Thus, not all
standard causal witnesses can be translated into a causal
witness for D-POVM elements EÃB̃0,0 ;17 instead, our claim
is that for any causally nonseparable WAB , there exists
a causal witness that detects it, and that can be turned
into a causal witness for the corresponding EÃB̃0,0 .

4. Cone of subsets of (2+F )-partite D-POVM
elements (EÃB̃F̃

0,0,f )f satisfying Eqs. (F6)–(F7)

Imposing again the structure of Eq. (8) for Alice and
Bob’s instruments in the (2+F )-partite case, the causal
separability of WABF implies that the subset of D-
POVM elements (EÃB̃F̃a,b,f )f , for some fixed a, b and all
f ’s—e.g., (EÃB̃F̃0,0,f )f for a = b = 0—satisfies Eqs. (F6)–
(F7). The cone of such subsets of D-POVM elements (for
nF possible values of f) is obtained as

Esep
0,0,· = EÃ≺B̃≺F̃0,0,· + EB̃≺Ã≺F̃0,0,· (G16)

with

EÃ≺B̃≺F̃0,0,· = PnF ∩ LÃ≺B̃≺F̃0,0,· ,

LÃ≺B̃≺F̃0,0,· ={(EÃ≺B̃≺F̃0,0,f )f |
∑
fE

Ã≺B̃≺F̃
0,0,f =EÃ≺B̃I

0,0 ⊗1B̃OF̃ },
(G17)

and similarly for EB̃≺Ã≺F̃0,0,· .

Its dual cone (of “witnesses” (SÃB̃F̃a,b,f )f , for the scalar
product (SÃB̃F̃a,b,f )f ∗ (EÃB̃F̃a,b,f )f =

∑
f Tr[(S

ÃB̃F̃
a,b,f )

TEÃB̃F̃a,b,f ]),
is

(Esep
0,0,·)

∗ = (EÃ≺B̃≺F̃0,0,· )∗ ∩ (EB̃≺Ã≺F̃0,0,· )∗ (G18)

with

(EÃ≺B̃≺F̃0,0,· )∗ = PnF + (LÃ≺B̃≺F̃0,0,· )⊥

= {(SÃB̃F̃0,0,f = SÃ≺B̃≺F̃PSD;f + SÃ≺B̃≺F̃ )f

| ∀f, SÃ≺B̃≺F̃PSD;f ≥ 0,TrB̃OF
[SÃ≺B̃≺F̃ ] = 0}, (G19)

and similarly for (EB̃≺Ã≺F̃0,0,· )∗.

17 E.g., a standard causal witness SAB (satisfying SAB ∗WAB ≥
0 for any causally separable WAB) could still satisfy SAB ∗
(WABI ⊗ 1

BO ) < 0 for some PSD operator WABI such that
[1−AO ]BI

WABI 6= 0 (hence not a valid process matrix), and
would thus not translate into a witness for D-POVM elements
EÃB̃

0,0 .
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5. (2+F )-partite case with classical inputs for
Fiona: cone of subsets of D-POVM elements

(EÃB̃
0,0,f |z)f,z satisfying Eqs. (F8)–(F9)

In the (2+F )-partite case where Fiona now has clas-
sical inputs (and Alice and Bob’s instruments are still
of the form of Eq. (8)), the subsets of D-POVM ele-
ments (EÃB̃a,b,f |z)f,z, for some fixed a, b and all f, z’s—e.g.,

(EÃB̃0,0,f |z)f,z for a = b = 0—induced by a causally sepa-
rable process matrix WABF satisfy Eqs. (F8)–(F9). The
cone of such subsets of D-POVM elements (for n] possi-
ble pairs (f, z)) is now

Esep
0,0,·|· = E

Ã≺B̃
0,0,·|· + E

B̃≺Ã
0,0,·|· (G20)

with

EÃ≺B̃0,0,·|· = P
n] ∩ LÃ≺B̃0,0,·|·,

LÃ≺B̃0,0,·|· = {(E
Ã≺B̃
0,0,f |z)f,z|∀ z,

∑
fE

Ã≺B̃
0,0,f |z = EÃ≺B̃I

0,0 ⊗ 1B̃O},
(G21)

and similarly for EB̃≺Ã0,0,·|·.

Its dual cone (of “witnesses” (SÃB̃0,0,f |z)f,z, for

the scalar product (SÃB̃0,0,f |z)f,z ∗ (EÃB̃0,0,f |z)f,z =∑
f,z Tr[(S

ÃB̃
0,0,f |z)

TEÃB̃0,0,f |z]), is

(Esep
0,0,·|·)

∗ = (EÃ≺B̃0,0,·|·)
∗ ∩ (EB̃≺Ã0,0,·|·)

∗ (G22)

with

(EÃ≺B̃0,0,·|·)
∗ = Pn] + (LÃ≺B̃0,0,·|·)

⊥,

= {(SÃB̃0,0,f |z = SÃ≺B̃PSD;f,z + SÃ≺B̃z )f,z

| ∀ f, z, SÃ≺B̃PSD;f,z ≥ 0,
∑
z TrB̃O

[SÃ≺B̃z ] = 0},
(G23)

and similarly for (EB̃≺Ã0,0,·|·)
∗.

6. (2+F )-partite case with classical inputs for Bob
and Fiona: cone of subsets of D-POVM elements

(EÃ
0,b,f |y,z)b,f,y,z satisfying Eqs. (F13)–(F15)

In the (2+F )-partite case where Bob and Fiona both
have classical inputs (and Alice’s instrument is still of
the form of Eq. (8)), the subsets of D-POVM elements
(EÃa,b,f |y,z)b,f,y,z, for some fixed a and all b, f, y, z’s—e.g.,

(EÃ0,b,f |y,z)b,f,y,z for a = 0—induced by a causally separa-
ble process matrix WABF satisfy Eqs. (F13)–(F15). The
cone of such subsets of D-POVM elements (for n] possi-
ble values of (b, f, y, z)) is now

Esep
0,·,·|·,· = E

Ã [A≺B]
0,·,·|·,· + EÃ [B≺A]

0,·,·|·,· (G24)

with

EÃ [A≺B]
0,·,·|·,· = Pn]∩LÃ [A≺B]

0,·,·|·,· , EÃ [B≺A]
0,·,·|·,· = Pn]∩LÃ [B≺A]

0,·,·|·,· ,

LÃ [A≺B]
0,·,·|·,· = {(EÃ [A≺B]

0,b,f |y,z )b,f,y,z

| ∀ b, y, z,
∑
fE

Ã [A≺B]
0,b,f |y,z = E

Ã [A≺B]
0,b|y ,

∀ y,
∑
bE

Ã [A≺B]
0,b|y = E

ÃI [A≺B]
0 ⊗ 1ÃO},

LÃ [B≺A]
0,·,·|·,· = {(EÃ [B≺A]

0,b,f |y,z )b,f,y,z

| ∀ b, y, z,
∑
fE

Ã [B≺A]
0,b,f |y,z = E

ÃI [B≺A]
0,b|y ⊗ 1ÃO}.

(G25)

Its dual cone (of “witnesses” (SÃ0,b,f |y,z)b,f,y,z, for

the scalar product (SÃ0,b,f |y,z)b,f,y,z ∗ (E
Ã
0,b,f |y,z)b,f,y,z =∑

b,f,y,z Tr[(S
Ã
0,b,f |y,z)

TEÃ0,b,f |y,z]), is

(Esep
0,·,·|·,·)

∗ = (EÃ [A≺B]
0,·,·|·,· )∗ ∩ (EÃ [B≺A]

0,·,·|·,· )∗ (G26)

with

(EÃ [A≺B]
0,·,·|·,· )∗ = Pn] + (LÃ [A≺B]

0,·,·|·,· )⊥,

= {(SÃ0,b,f |y,z = S
Ã [A≺B]
PSD;b,f,y,z + S

Ã [A≺B]
b,y,z )b,f,y,z

| ∀ b, f, y, z, SÃ [A≺B]
PSD;b,f,y,z ≥ 0,

∀ b, y,
∑
zS

Ã [A≺B]
b,y,z = SÃ [A≺B]

y ,∑
y TrÃO

[SÃ [A≺B]
y ] = 0} (G27)

and

(EÃ [B≺A]
0,·,·|·,· )∗ = Pn] + (LÃ [B≺A]

0,·,·|·,· )⊥,

= {(SÃ0,b,f |y,z = S
Ã [B≺A]
PSD;b,f,y,z + S

Ã [B≺A]
b,y,z )b,f,y,z

| ∀ b, f, y, z, SÃ [B≺A]
PSD;b,f,y,z ≥ 0,

∀ b, y,
∑
z TrÃO

[S
Ã [B≺A]
b,y,z ] = 0}. (G28)

7. Constructing witnesses of causal nonseparability
via semidefinite programming

Now that the cones of interest have been characterised,
one can use these characterisations to check whether a
given D-POVM is causally separable or not, or whether
some D-POVM elements have a causally separable struc-
ture or not. Interestingly, this can be done via semidefi-
nite programming (SDP); this approach also allows one,
in the case of causal nonseparability, to construct explicit
“causal witnesses”.

Consider an object E (e.g., here a D-POVM or a D-
POVM element), of which we want to test the causal sep-
arability, i.e., its membership in some cone Esep. A simple
way to express this problem is to look at the robustness
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when mixing E with some other object E◦ ∈ Esep, and
solve the SDP primal problem

min r s.t. E+ rE◦ ∈ Esep, r ≥ 0. (G29)

If the optimal solution to this problem is found to be
r∗ > 0, then this implies that E /∈ Esep is causally nonsep-
arable; this optimal solution r∗ is called the “robustness”
of E with respect to E◦.

The primal problem (G29) is intimately related to its
SDP dual problem, which takes the form-18

min S ∗ E s.t. S ∈ (Esep)∗, S ∗ E◦ ≤ 1. (G30)

If the optimal solution S∗ of that problem gives S∗∗E < 0,
then this provides an explicit witness S∗ certifying the
causal nonseparability of E, that can be used and mea-
sured in practice.

Let us also recall that provided E◦ is taken to be in the
interior of Esep, so that the assumptions of the “Duality
Theorem” (cf., e.g., Theorem 8 in Appendix E of Ref. [6])
hold, the optimal solutions r∗ and S∗ of the primal and
dual problems above related through

r∗ = −S∗ ∗ E. (G31)

For the purpose of the present paper, E can be
taken to be a D-POVM EÃB̃ = (EÃB̃a,b )a,b or EÃB̃F̃ =

(EÃB̃F̃a,b,f )a,b,f , or just a D-POVM element EÃB̃0,0 , or some
subsets of D-POVM elements (EÃB̃F̃0,0,f )f , (E

ÃB̃
0,0,f |z)f,z or

(EÃ0,b,f |y,z)b,f,y,z. E
sep and E◦ are to be taken accordingly

(with E◦ typically taken to describe some “fully random”
object, to then provide the “random robustness” of E).
We then refer to the previous subsections for the charac-
terisations of Esep and (Esep)∗ that are needed to imple-
ment the primal and dual problems above.

Appendix H: Examples

1. SDI-QI causal nonseparability of Feix et al.’s
process matrix [8]

In Ref. [8], Feix et al. introduced the following family
of bipartite process matrices, with two-dimensional (i.e.,
qubit) input and output spaces for Alice and Bob:

WFAB(q, ε) = 1
◦ +

q

12
(1XX1+ 1Y Y 1+ 1ZZ1)

+
1− q + ε

4
Z1XZ (H1)

18 To get the dual from the primal problem, one may follow the
approach presented in Appendix E of Ref. [6], with (in the no-
tations of that paper) E = LE × R (where LE is the linear
space in which all possible E’s live), K = Esep × R+ (such
that K∗ = (Esep)∗ × R+), L = {(rE◦, r) | r ∈ R} (such that
L⊥ = {(S,−S ∗ E◦) | S ∈ L′E}), b = (E, 0) and c = (0, 1).

with 1◦ = 1
AB/4, q ∈ [0, 1] and |1−q+ ε| ≤

√
(1−q)(q+3)

3

so as to ensure that WFAB(q, ε) is PSD (as required for
a valid process matrix). Here X, Y and Z are the Pauli
matrices; we have omitted tensor products, and have
written these in the order HAI ⊗ HAO ⊗ HBI ⊗ HBO

(e.g., 1XX1 = 1
AI ⊗XAO ⊗XBI ⊗1BO ). It was shown

in Ref. [8] that WFAB(q, ε) is causally nonseparable for
ε > 0, in which case its random robustness [6, 11] is ε.
In the following we will take the values q =

√
3 − 1 and

ε = 4√
3
− 2, which give the maximal random robustness

ε = 4√
3
−2 ' 0.309, and simply writeWFAB =WFAB(q, ε)

for those values.
Mixing this process matrix with fully white noise, de-

scribed by the process matrix 1◦, we then define

WFAB(r) =
1

1 + r
(WFAB + r 1◦) (H2)

for r ≥ 0. The smallest value of r such that WFAB(r)
is causally separable defines the random robustness of
WFAB [6, 11]: as just recalled, WFAB(r) is thus causally
nonseparable for all r ≤ 4√

3
− 2 ' 0.309.

In our scenario with trusted quantum inputs, we found
that this process can generate a causally nonseparable D-
POVM for all r . 0.113.

To obtain this, we considered a 1-qubit input state for
Alice (isomorphic to HAO ) and a 2-qubit input state for
Bob (with a state space decomposing as HB̃ = HB̃IB̃O ,
with HB̃I ,HB̃O isomorphic to HBI ,HBO , resp.), and the
instruments (M ÃA

a )a, (M B̃B
b )b defined by

M ÃA
a = |a〉〈a|AI ⊗ |1〉〉〈〈1|ÃAO ,

M B̃B
0 = |ψ〉〈ψ|B̃IBI ⊗ (|0, 0〉〈0, 0|+ |1, 1〉〈1, 1|)B̃OBO ,

M B̃B
1 = 1

B̃IBI ⊗ (|0, 0〉〈0, 0|+ |1, 1〉〈1, 1|)B̃OBO

− |+〉〈+|B̃I ⊗ |−〉〈−|BI ⊗ ZB̃O ⊗ ZBO −M B̃B
0

(H3)

with |ψ〉 = (|+,+〉+ξ |−, 0〉)/
√

1 + ξ2 and for some value
ξ ' 0.01 (found numerically to provide the best robust-
ness19).

The induced D-POVM EÃB̃(r) =
(
EÃB̃a,b (r) = (M ÃA

a ⊗
M B̃B
b ) ∗WFAB(r)

)
a,b

is then easily obtained, and using
the characterisations of Appendix G1 we could find (nu-
merically, using the SDP solver Mosek [33] with CVX [34]
or YALMIP [35]) that it is causally nonseparable for

19 Somewhat surprisingly, taking ξ = 0 would generate a causally
separable D-POVM. One can thus see that the preparation of
the quantum input states needs to be quite faithful; while be-
ing relatively robust to the noise in the process matrix WFAB,
our certification here is not very robust to noise in the quantum
inputs.
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r . 0.113, as claimed above. It remains an open ques-
tion, whether our choice of instruments above is optimal;
it could well be, in particular, that increasing the dimen-
sion of the quantum inputs could improve the robustness
to noise, for certifying the causal nonseparability ofWFAB
in a SDI-QI manner.

Recall from Ref. [8] that despite being causally non-
separable,WFAB cannot by itself violate a causal inequal-
ity: it is in this sense “causal”. The argument to show
that it can only generate causal correlations is based on
the fact that it generates (when considering all possible
instruments) the same set of correlations p(a, b|x, y) =

(MA
a|x ⊗ MB

b|y) ∗ WFAB = (MA
a|x ⊗ (MB

b|y)
T ) ∗ WTB

FAB as
WTB

FAB (where TB denotes the partial transpose over Bob’s
spaces), which is causally separable. This argument can
however no longer be applied to the induced D-POVMs:
one may still write EÃB̃a,b = (M ÃA

a ⊗ M B̃B
b ) ∗ WFAB =

(M ÃA
a ⊗ (M B̃B

b )TB ) ∗ WTB

FAB, but here the (M B̃B
b )TB ’s

may not be PSD and may thus not be valid instru-
ment elements—as it is indeed the case for our choice
in Eq. (H3) above.

The partial transpose argument can also no longer be
applied when some entangled ancillary state is attached
to WFAB. And indeed, it was found in Ref. [8] that
WFAB is not “extensibly causal”: WFAB does allow for
some (small) causal inequality violation when extended
by some ancillary state. Hence, the approach and instru-
ments of Appendix E could also be used to generate a
causally nonseparable D-POVM from WFAB. This non-
extensible-causality was however not found to be very
robust to noise: such “activation” of noncausality by en-
tanglement was only found for noise values much smaller
than the robustness r ' 0.113 found above,20 so that
our approach above to certify the causal nonseparability
of WFAB, with our choice of instruments in Eq. (H3), is
much more robust to noise than via its non-extensible-
causality.

2. SDI-QI and MDCI causal nonseparability of the
quantum switch

The quantum switch [12], with a qubit “target system”
initialised in the state |0〉 and traced out at the end, and
a qubit “control system” initialised in the state |+〉 =
1√
2
(|0〉+ |1〉), can be written as a (2+F )-partite process

20 More specifically, Ref. [8] considered the noisy “extended” pro-
cess (1−κ)WFAB ⊗ ρA

′B′ + κ1ABA′B′/64, for some maximally
entangled 2-ququart ancillary state ρA

′B′ , and only found causal
inequality violations with this process matrix for κ . 3.3 ×
10−4. From this, one may expect WFAB(r) to also exhibit non-
extensible-causality for r of the order of 10−4 – 10−3 only.

matrix as follows [6, 7]:

WQS =TrFt |wQS〉〈wQS|ABFtF with

|wQS〉ABFtF = 1√
2
|0〉AI |1〉〉AOBI |1〉〉BOFt |0〉F

+ 1√
2
|0〉BI |1〉〉BOAI |1〉〉AOFt |1〉F (H4)

(and with implicit tensor products).
We consider in this paper a “depolarised” version of

the quantum switch, obtained by mixing it with some
fully white noise described by the process matrix 1

◦ =
1
ABF /8:

WQS(r) =
1

1+r (WQS + r 1◦), (H5)

for some noise parameter r ≥ 0, as in Eq. (12) of the
main text.

a. SDI-QI certification

For the choice of instruments given in Eq. (11) (with 2-
dimensional quantum input states for Alice and Bob, and
no quantum input for Fiona), we obtain the D-POVM

EQS(r) =
1

1+r (EQS + rE◦) (H6)

with

EQS =
(
EÃB̃a,b,f = TrFt |ea,b,f 〉〈ea,b,f |

)
a,b=0,1;f=±,

|ea,b,±〉 =
1

2

(
δa,0 |b〉Ã |1〉〉B̃Ft ± δb,0 |a〉B̃ |1〉〉ÃFt

)
,

E◦ =
(
E◦ ÃB̃a,b,f =

1

8
1
ÃB̃
)
a,b,f

. (H7)

We show here that EQS(r) above is causally nonseparable

for r < 2−2
√

2
3 ' 0.367, by providing an explicit witness

of causal nonseparability.

Let us define for that SQS = (SÃB̃a,b,f = SÃ≺B̃≺F̃PSD;a,b,f +

SÃ≺B̃≺F̃a,b +SÃ≺B̃≺F̃a +SÃ≺B̃≺F̃ = SB̃≺Ã≺F̃PSD;a,b,f+S
B̃≺Ã≺F̃
a,b +

SB̃≺Ã≺F̃b + SB̃≺Ã≺F̃ )a,b=0,1;f=± with

SÃ≺B̃≺F̃PSD;0,0,± = |ψ∓v,u〉〈ψ∓v,u| , SÃ≺B̃≺F̃PSD;0,1,f = (u−v) |00〉〈00| ,

SÃ≺B̃≺F̃PSD;1,0,f = (u−v) |10〉〈10| , SÃ≺B̃≺F̃PSD;1,1,f = 0,

SÃ≺B̃≺F̃0 = (u−v)(|01〉〈01| − |00〉〈00|),

SÃ≺B̃≺F̃a,b = SÃ≺B̃≺F̃1 = SÃ≺B̃≺F̃ = 0,

SB̃≺Ã≺F̃PSD;0,0,± = |ψ∓u,v〉〈ψ∓u,v| , SB̃≺Ã≺F̃PSD;1,0,f = (u−v) |00〉〈00| ,

SB̃≺Ã≺F̃PSD;0,1,f = (u−v) |01〉〈01| , SB̃≺Ã≺F̃PSD;1,1,f = 0,

SB̃≺Ã≺F̃0 = (u−v)(|10〉〈10| − |00〉〈00|),

SB̃≺Ã≺F̃a,b = SB̃≺Ã≺F̃1 = SB̃≺Ã≺F̃ = 0, (H8)
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with u =
√
6+2
3 , v =

√
6− 2, |ψ±u,v〉 =

√
u |01〉 ±

√
v |10〉,

|ψ±v,u〉 =
√
v |01〉±

√
u |10〉, and with all S matrices above

being written in the space L(HÃB̃) (since HF̃ is trivial
here).

Recall that in the (2+F )-partite scenario under consid-
eration here, the set of causal witnesses for D-POVMs are
described by Eqs. (G10) and (G11). It is easily verified
that the matrices above satisfy the required constraints,
so that SQS defines a valid witness.

We find SQS∗EQS(r) =
1

1+r (SQS∗EQS+r SQS∗E◦) with

SQS ∗EQS = −(
√
uv− v) = −

(
2− 2

√
2
3

)
and SQS ∗E◦ =

1 (as in Eq. (G30)), so that SQS ∗ EQS(r) < 0—which
indeed implies that EQS(r) is causally nonseparable, and
that the noisy quantum switch can thus be certified in
a SDI-QI manner (by reconstructing the witness from
some correlations P (a, b|ρÃx , ρB̃y ), as discussed in the main

text)—for r < 2− 2
√

2
3 ' 0.367.

The choice of instruments in Eq. (11), as considered
here, is the best one we found, that gave the largest noise
robustness; the witness above was initially obtained nu-
merically, using CVX [34] and Mosek [33]. Recall that
the depolarised quantum switch WQS(r) is causally non-
separable for r . 1.576 [11]: there thus remains an im-
portant gap (for 0.367 . r . 1.576), for which we do
not know if the quantum switch can be certified to be
causally nonseparable in a SDI-QI manner. It could be
that some better choice of instruments would allow one
to partially close this gap—although from our various
tests, we conjecture that some nonzero gap would still
remain, i.e., that for a certain range of values r, WQS(r)
is causally nonseparable but that this cannot be certified
in a SDI-QI manner.

b. MDCI certification

It was shown in Ref. [13] that the depolarised quan-
tum switch (H5) is “TTU-noncausal” (see Appendix F 2 c)
for r . 1.319 (or in terms of the noise parameter used
in [13], for η = r

1+r . 0.5687). Indeed for such values of
r, the TTU-assemblage (wABf=± = |±〉〈±|F ∗WQS(r))f=±
induced when Fiona measures her qubit in the (fixed)
{|±〉} basis was found to be noncausal.

Accordingly, as discussed in Appendix F 2, this im-
plies that the noisy quantum switch can be certified to
be causally nonseparable in a MDCI-MDCI-DI scenario
(i.e., with trusted quantum inputs for Alice and Bob and
with their instruments of the form of Eq. (8), but with
a fully untrusted device for Fiona) for all r . 1.319.
Hence, imposing the structure of Eq. (8) to Alice and
Bob’s instruments, allows one to partially close the gap
mentioned above.

It was also shown in Ref. [13] that WQS(r) is “TUU-
noncausal” (see Appendix F 3 b) for r . 0.194 (or η =
r

1+r . 0.1621). To obtain a noncausal TUU-assemblage
(wABb,f=±|y = (MB

b|y ⊗ |±〉〈±|
F
) ∗WQS(r))b,f=±,y for such

values of r, Bavaresco et al. considered two different
instruments for Bob (labeled by y = 0, 1), given by
(MB

b=0,1|y=0 = |b〉〈b|BI ⊗ |b〉〈b|BO )b=0,1 and (MB
b=±|y=1 =

|±〉〈±|BI ⊗ |±〉〈±|BO )b=±, with Fiona still measuring in
the fixed {|±〉} basis.

Accordingly, as discussed in Appendix F 3, this im-
plies that the noisy quantum switch can be certified to
be causally nonseparable in a MDCI-DI-DI scenario (i.e.,
with trusted quantum inputs for Alice only, and her in-
struments of the form of Eq. (8), but with fully untrusted
devices for Bob and Fiona) for all r . 0.194.

In both cases above, it remains an open question,
whether the choice of instruments for Fiona and Bob (in
the second case) is optimal, or whether different choices
may allow one to certify the causal nonseparability of
the quantum switch for some larger range of the noise
parameter r.
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